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Avalon
Homeopathy
Enhancing &
Maintaining Health
Tara Jensen
Registered Homeopath
DCHM, RHom, DCSHom

753-0155

•

• Only fully accredited Classical
Homeopath in St. John’s
• Can be used as a compliment
to conventional treatments
• Truly holistic and individual
approach for patients of all ages
• Treating disease at the source
for permanent and complete results
• Works in harmony with
your immune system
• All natural remedies, no chemicals
or side-effects

avalon-homeopathy.appspot.com

IN AVALON LASER HEALTH (12 GLENEYERE STREET)
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Less Whining, More Plans!

efforts and art going ignored. Sure, cutting

and find ways to make TheOvercast.ca a better

ten stories a month would save me $750, but

place to come visit with your morning coffee.

I started this paper to really shine a light on

It’s just a matter of figuring out how to get

about, so what am I supposed

all the amazing things happening here, and

the most bang for a limited buck, and do get

to do with these editor’s

to start some discussion about city issues.

in touch with some suggestions of stuff you

notes now?

I did not start it with the intention of being a

want to see online. We have every intention of

bulletin board for events. Besides, we have

finalizing the St. John’s Dining Directory in May,

comprehensive event listings on our website.

as well as getting our Broadcasts section up

We’re making money, we’re giving more than

It gets thousands of hits a week. It can be kept

and running, where you can post your rants,

twenty people a paycheque, and every week

more up to date, because when you ask people

confessions, and shout-outs. It’s been great

there’s a little less on my plate. I’m getting my

in mid-April what events they have for late

hearing all of your encouraging words about

life back. I’m taking next Monday and Tuesday

May, the answer is often, “I don’t know yet.” So,

The Overcast. You’re the best. Look at us, we’ve

off, because I can.

there you have it: there was reasoning behind

got a new paper going in St. John’s. I’m all ears

it. Visit theovercast.ca/events for all your need-

on things to do to make your arts and culture

a-night-out needs.

paper better.

I have nothing left to whine
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I wouldn’t say there’s nothing left to complain
about. I’d love to address the background
snickering of “I can’t believe they wrote about

The paper is getting to a good place now, which

that band or that book or that restaurant.”

means we can turn our eyes to the website,

celebrate good people doing good things, even
if it’s popular, or unpopular, or to your tastes

MAY 2014

or your nan’s. This isn’t a personal blog, trying

Issue 4

to show everyone how finger-on-the-pulse it

PUBLISHER & EDITOR
Chad Pelley (chad@theovercast.ca)

is, it’s a cultural paper, casting a wide net, to

ART DIRECTOR
Mira Howards (design@theovercast.ca)

to that for everyone: the wider the appeal and

STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Joel Upshall (joelupshall@gmail.com)
TO BOOK AN AD:
ads@theovercast.ca
TO LIST AN EVENT:
listings@theovercast.ca
Most capital cities in Canada have an
alternative paper that covers the culture of
their province, but few provinces have the
thriving arts scene, vibrant entrepreneurs, and
paper-worthy stories that our province has to
offer. Newfoundland’s culture needs a voice,
and The Overcast aims to be this voice, from
coverage on local artists and entrepreneurs,
to our growing food, retail, and academic
culture. In addition to the eleven sections of
our monthly paper, TheOvercast.ca posts fresh
and exclusive content on weekdays.

theovercast.ca

CHAD PELLEY

We’re not trying to be hip, kids, we’re trying to

talk about everything it can. And there’s perks
readership of this paper, the more exposure for
everyone mentioned between its covers.
The tone of these editor’s notes isn’t an
embittered one, life’s too short to take anything

Poetry and Performance:
The ABC’s of Learning
The Check it out! series is celebrating spring with
an hour of playful and accessible performances
designed to explore the many ways we can inspire
learning through spoken word, dance, poetry and
storytelling for children and adults alike. This
interdisciplinary mashup is sure to ignite new and
exciting ways to approach learning, and includes
performances by: the dance troupe Idealicious;
poet Patrick Warner; Education Librarian Beth
Maddigan; and Associate Professor of Education
Fred Hawksley. Get ready to shake it up!

too seriously, and I’m usually laughing
as I write them. I’m using this page as an
opportunity to clarify a few things, and, to
capture the experience of starting up a paper.
So, here’s one more justification: plenty of
people were sad to see us cut event listings
from our print issues. I get that, but in St.

May 27, 2014
1 - 2 pm
3rd floor
Queen Elizabeth II Library
A free child-friendly event

John’s, you can’t print more than a thirty-two
page paper without your printing costs jumping
from $3,800 a month to $6,000. Giving up five
pages for event listings means publishing
TEN less stories a month – that’s ten people’s

Check it out!

Celebrating Culture at the
Queen Elizabeth II Library

Libraries
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Matthew Byrne
Set To Release
New Solo Album
Hearts & Heroes
BY LUKAS WALL

“I’m more creative now.” This leap in creativity

everywhere.” The

is apparent in the thirteen songs on Hearts

record features

& Heroes, which Byrne covered, inherited

Byrne along

from the traditional musicians in his family,

with a strong

or composed himself. He brings a fresh and

supporting cast that

modern approach to these songs through his

includes, among

interpretations, yet walks a fine line between

others, power pop

singer-songwriter and traditionalist. “I think

songstress Meg

there’s a way to incorporate things, musical

Warren of Repartee. The two sing a duet on a

things, that are going to push it ahead, while

somber murder ballad called “Fair Ellen” that

still kind of keeping its integrity as a traditional

tells the tale of tragic unrequited love. Byrne

song,” Byrne says, “and that’s the balance

feels the song brings out “a vocal quality for her

In the four years that have

sophomore effort Hearts & Heroes, due out

I’m always trying to achieve.” He also strives

that you don’t hear from her much,” making

passed since the release of

on May 31st, is a reflection of his musical

to find that earworm that will stay with him,

Warren the perfect addition to the track. Fellow

growth and the confidence he’s gained from

“because if it’s not going away, that’s how I

Dardanelles Aaron Collis and Emilia Bartellas

performing with The Dardanelles. “I think

trust it,” he quips.

fill out some of the denser arrangements on

Matthew Byrne’s debut solo
album Ballads, he’s had a bit of a

accordion and fiddle, respectively, while a string

it shows four years of growth. It shows the
four years of playing with a band and being

Byrne’s trust is rewarded on his new album,

quartet and gang vocals also augment Byrne’s

comfortable in that setting, it shows four

as his soaring melodies guide tales of love and

performances on the record.

Over those four years, Byrne has been busy

more years of playing guitar, it shows four

loss and sailors and soldiers straight into the

performing and touring with The Dardanelles,

more years of playing bouzouki, it shows four

listener’s ear. The album’s title Hearts & Heroes

Matthew Byrne will be releasing Hearts &

helping to establish the group as an important

more years of singing, all of these things that

reflects the emotional and thematic thread that

Heroes with a CD release show on May 31st

force in traditional music, while still finding

I feel I’ve gotten four years better at,” he says.

runs through the album without overpowering

at George Street United Church, performing

time to work on solo projects. Byrne has been

Byrne feels that his experience gained as an

it. “It doesn’t really have an

the album’s songs both solo and

unearthing and arranging his own versions of

instrumentalist, producer, and composer

interesting story behind it, it’s just

with a band, along with special

some lesser known traditional songs since

have all strongly impacted this new set of

two fairly overarching abstractions

guests to be announced. Tickets

the release of Ballads in 2010, building on the

songs. “The leap forward for me is my playing

which apply to everything in

are available at Fred’s Records

work of that record while continuing to grow

ability, my production ability, my ability to

some way,” he explains. “There’s

on Duckworth Street or online at

as a traditional singer and guitarist. Byrne’s

take on bolder musical ideas,” says Byrne.

just a lot of hearts and heroes

mattbyrne.eventbrite.ca.

growth spurt – musically, that is.

Uneeda: Local Punk Band Finds its Footing BY CHRISTA CRAM

their new music video that’s really brought
them to the forefront. The video, for their
song “Momentum,” had over 1000 views

Brothers TJ and Joe Dolomont

metal-infused brand of punk rock outside

be the missing piece of the Uneeda puzzle.

on YouTube in its first 24 hours, and they’re

had been jamming out tunes

their home. They recruited lead vocalist

The fact that he wasn’t very experienced

almost done recording a full length album of

Alexis Hopkins, but it wasn’t until several

didn’t deter them, as they would see him

the same name, which they hope to release

years (and bass players) later, that the

taking his bass everywhere. It was a regular

this summer. Early this summer, Uneeda will

punk and metal bands for

band really started to materialize and find

occurrence to see Myles strolling about town

also be sharing the stage at The Rockhouse

years, but it wasn’t until they

their niche within the St. John’s music

with his bass on his back, or strumming it

with The Flatliners. When asked what their

scene. Throughout their early years, they

as he walked down the street. He improved

secret is, they say that it’s all about finding

had become known for their awesome

greatly in an incredibly short period of time,

the right people

punk covers throughout St John’s, but that’s

and has now written three of the songs on

to make things

eve party that the idea of a

not what they’d hoped for. In 2010, as yet

their upcoming release. Now, in 2014, about

come together

band really took shape.

another bassist left the band, he suggested

seven years later, the band are finally making

for a band, and

that Myles Reichel take his place. While the

their mark in the Newfoundland scene.

that playing

band was skeptical about Myles, as he had

They had already gained a lot of attention,

music with your

only been playing bass for a few years, his

with female frontwoman Alexis rocking

friends is the

motivation and determination proved to

out in a scene filled with dudes, but it’s

purest form.

together by their favourite

discovered Sean Withycombe
playing drums at a new year’s

After seeing Sean ravage that drum kit,
they knew it’d be possible to take their

Music
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Fred’s Records Earns a Deserving
Nod from the Canadian Music
& Broadcast Industry Awards

5

And that’s just part of what makes a
great record store a great record store in
Ploughman’s eyes. For him it’s all about
“engagement and commitment.” He elaborates
that “a great record store lives and breathes on
a staff with an insatiable appetite for music and

Fred’s Records is possibly

some legendary record stores like Rotate This

a yearning to discover and embrace everything

the longest running and truest

in Toronto, and BC’s two-time winner of this

from the ridiculous to the sublime. I believe

award, Zulu Records.

our staff to be willingly and joyfully engaged in

support system for local music
in St. John’s, no matter what
the genre.

the interests and tastes of our customers and

the world from our bound-in island that makes

What the award recognizes, specifically, is a

committed to discovering and introducing new

touring so difficult. “Our website provides an

record shop’s “sales service, local promotions,

music into their collections. And of course we

in-depth list of our provincial artists and much

and support of Canadian talent.” Fred’s has

have a vast inventory of interesting music in

like our physical store, features informative,

They are where local acts know they can sling

all three in droves; they even have a solid

every genre.” Jim Brockenshire, shop manager,

provocative descriptions for the customers

their goods on commission, they are where

track record of employing local artists. As

adds that a great record store is a reflection of

browsing pleasure,” Tony says. They also have

local music lovers know to go looking for

their floor manager Tony Ploughman says,

a great place. “St. John’s is a very cool city with

listening stations for people to sample music

music from their favourite local musicians,

“We feature many local and Canadian artists

a potent music and arts scene. We are blessed

before they buy it, which is particularly effective

they’re even where local acts often play,

in performance at Fred’s. From young

with customers who are musically

for turning tourists on to local tunes. “In

and Fred’s is more than happy to fill the

emerging talents releasing a

important role they do. As of this spring,

debut CD, to JUNO winning

they’ve been recognized for their efforts on

and nominated acts.

a national scale. The Canadian Music and

Countless musicians

Broadcast Industry Awards have released

have served up fantastic

their shortlists, and Fred’s is a finalist in the

intimate shows in-store

category of Independent Record Store of the

and it’s always free and

Year. It’s a competitive shortlist including

everyone is welcome.”

addition to that, we get to share the stories of

very sophisticated.”

our homegrown talent, enthusiastically I might
In addition to their record store,

Big congrats
to Fred’s.
Do buy your next
record there.

MIGHTYPOP PRESENTS

add, to thousands of visitors every year.”

Fred’s website – fredsrecords.com
– is devoted purely to the music

Big congrats to Fred’s. Do buy your next

of Newfoundland and Labrador.

record there. And remember: the best gift to

They ship local albums worldwide,

give in this city is, and has forever been, a gift

helping local musicians conquer

certificate for Fred’s Records.

Call for Performers
Music at Harbourside
Lunchtime Concert Series

We are seeking musical acts to perform at Harbourside
Park from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m., on Fridays from
July 4 to September 19.
of

the weakerthans

Deadline to apply is 4 p.m. on Friday, May 23

INTIMATE SOLO PERFORMANCE

AT THE LSPU HALL

THU JUNE 12 8pm
TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT the LSPU HAll box office,
by phone at 753-4531 or online at www.RCA.nf.ca
www.johnksamson.com
www.mightypop.ca

For submission details
Call: (709) 576-2563
E-mail arts@stjohns.ca
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“ROCK” MUSIC

WITH

DAMIAN LETHBRIDGE

RPM Standouts
Part 2

starting from
scratch. Stylistically
recalling hints of
such seminal bands

It’s May and I’m still making
my way through the RPM crop.
Here are some more records that
tickled my fancy.
CROWS BY GEOFF BARTLETT: With seven

as The Organ,

High Schools in Harmony:
Cancer-fighting Musical Mission
Seeking Submissions

Eric’s Trip, and
Sonic Youth, Family

With some help from Mitch

beyond any one person’s capabilities.

Video stumble

Dorge (Crash Test Dummies)

I ask that you join me in the fight.”

across these sounds

and Sherman Downey,

rather than borrow from them. familyvideo.

Corner Brook’s Michael

bandcamp.com/album/too-short-too-long

of its songs written in the last three days
of February, Geoff claims that Crows was

DAYS BY THIS IS TERRIBLE: Every year

“rushed.” Time constraints aside, the album

This is Terrible turn out an RPM album that

is certainly no worse for the wear. Geoff’s

McWhirter is on a benevolent
musical mission, collecting

Fighting cancer with the power of
music is a natural fit for Michael – he’s
a musician himself, and that’s precisely
what sparked his whole initiative. When

original songs by high

Michael was in grade ten, Mitch Dorge,

is as entertaining as it is disturbing. Last

school bands from all across

the Crash Test Dummies’ drummer, gave

soulful vocals and creative arrangements shine

year’s Songs from the Underside capitalized

Canada, to raise funds for the

a drug awareness speech at Michael’s

through on this third consecutive RPM effort.

on some hilarious spoofs of the traditional

Canadian Cancer Society.

school. “We decided to surprise Mitch

“Need a Law” builds from an off-kilter groove

Newfoundland sound blended with sloppy

to a funky romp with vocals reminiscent of a

garage rock. This year follows the same

Michael, Mitch, and Sherman are poring

young Jim Morrison. “Platy” takes a cue from

formula but heavier on the rock end. Gary

over these submissions to curate

TV On The Radio blending electronic beats,

Grossman and company have another brush

digital albums for sale worldwide. The

atmospheric guitars and distinctly hip-hop

at deconstructing the music of their homeland

fundraiser is called High Schools in

phrasing. Geoff breaks out the polyphonic

(“Little Een”). Not satisfied to stop there they

Harmony, and is 100% non-profit. The

beats on “Tetra,” for a fun-filled, percussive

throw in some Scissor Sisters style disco

process is as simple as it sounds: write

romp. I defy anyone to listen to this album

rock (“Where Is Bib 2 Nite?”) and the hilarious,

an original song with your high school

in its entirety without tapping their foot or

soon to be George Street anthem “Boys in the

band – from rock to trad to rap to folk

bobbing their heads in time. Catchy is an

Club.” This is an album that keeps on giving.

– and record this song, then send your

understatement. geoffbartlett.bandcamp.

thisisterrible.bandcamp.com/album/days

recording to Michael. Given the juried

com/album/crows-rpm-2014

process, and the calibre of the judges,
WILD ANIMAL BY GINGER & TEA: I have

young musicians can consider it an

TOO SHORT, TOO LONG BY FAMILY

two cats. If I were to imagine a soundtrack to

honour and opportunity to be selected –

VIDEO: This album has a warm, nostalgic

their cushy lives, lazing about my house while

as Michael points out, the initiative offers

sound that draws you in right from the drum

I’m working to pay for their litter and food, this

great exposure to the bands involved. It

intro of the stunning opener “Last Night She

would probably be it. Apparently Trish Odorico

needn’t be an official high school band,

Said.” Sure, part of that warmth no doubt

and Bradley Nichols know exactly where I’m

you just need to be in high school, and in

comes from the fact the album was recorded

coming from. Their 2014 RPM album Wild

a band. Solo performers are also eligible.

on a 4-track cassette recorder. That blurry,

Animal is self described as “an instrumental

“listening from another room” feel is a huge

album based on a day in the life of a cat.”

Michael’s seen too much of his own family

ingredient in this recipe, but not just any band

Listening to the serene guitar work of “Waking

fall victim to cancer (a great grandfather, a

can record an album in such a lo-fi fashion.

Up,” I can picture my cats bathing in the light of

great aunt and a thirteen year old cousin).

You’d better have good songs and you’d better

the rising sun pouring in through the window

“It may be a dream,” he says, “however,

be tight if you want to pull it off and Family

as I trudge off to work. From there the album

I wish to put an end to cancer. If I cannot

Video are one of the few that can. Although

chronicles an action packed day of snuggling,

achieve this miracle, I at least want to

the band consists of local music vets Jen

sleeping, and attacking birds (or the pane of

know I tried. Defeating cancer is a task

King (Parks, Pap Pap), Jake Nicoll (Run to the

glass that they are on the other side of). This is

Rocks, Burning Hell) and Noah Bender (Knoah

a surprisingly tranquil and intriguing listen that

Knoah, Newish Klezmer Ensemble), together

may shed some insight into a day in the life of

they have a vitality and energy that makes it

your favorite pet. gingerntea.bandcamp.com/

sound as if they’re a bunch of kids in the garage

album/wild-animal

SUBMIT YOUR SONGS

to michael_mcwhirter24@hotmail.com

with a cover of ‘Peter Pumpkinhead’
by the Crash Test Dummies. After the
presentation, Mitch told me if I needed
help with any volunteer activities to
contact him by email.” So he did. “I
followed up on his offer by presenting
our cover of Hey Rosetta’s ‘New
Goodbye’ as the start of a national music
fundraiser. Not only would I be given the
opportunity to be heard as a musician,
I would give other young musicians the
same opportunity.” And from there, his
fabulous idea was born. But McWhirter,
a budding entrepreneurial visionary,
knew he’d need the help of a local star as
well. “This is when I contacted Sherman
Downey. I have spoken to Sherman
several times in person, and I believe
I speak for the majority when I say
that he is truly a caring person. I knew
there was no one better to contact than
Sherman to take up a major role in High
Schools in Harmony. He agreed to help
out with Mitch Dorge
and myself
immediately.”

Check out High
Schools in Harmony
on Facebook:
facebook.com/
highschoolsin
harmony

Music
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Spin This.
DOWNBEAT

UPBEAT

Drifter EP

We Can’t
Even Lose

BY

KAT MCLEVEY

BY PATHOLOGICAL

LOCAL RECORD
REVIEWS

HEAVY

By Proxy

PATHOLOGICAL LOVERS
WE CAN’t EVEN LOSE

LOVERS

BY

While it’s a disservice to her talents as a musician to bring her
age into a discussion of her music, it’s hard to avoid for the
simple fact it’s remarkable to hear a teenager writing such
sophisticated – and at its best – arresting music. And, she’s
hardly new to the local music scene. Her 2012 RPM album of
demo songs garnered her so much attention it earned her a
coveted spot in the Lawnya Vawnya Music Festival, among

BRIDGES

The frenetic, screaming songs on By Proxy are full of great

A Four Song Sample of
a Band at Their Very Best

twists and turns, and capture a lot of natural spontaneity
from its creators – it’s clear these guys click and get each
other, which is a feat considering that these songs are
anything but standard of their genre, and all the better

A long time coming, the new Pathological Lovers EP, We
Can’t Even Lose, is a four-song sample of a band at their very

for it. Not many bassists and drummers would be able to

best. As a whole these are solid, solid songs and the quality

wrap their heads around the phenomenal guitar on this

other accolades. Kat also won MusicNL’s Statoil Christmas

of the recordings is first-rate, especially when you play it

album, but Jonathan and Bob sound amazing for not only

Songwriting Contest, for her track “Winter Shows Me.”

alongside their last album, The Atlantis Prize winning Calling

figuring it out, but adding so much to the songs as well.

Anyone who has heard her music to date might be surprised

All Favours. The EP is also more accessible than their last

What keeps the album interesting is the unpredictable

by the treatment on some of these band-backed songs, or

record – while both albums are blaring with talent and

shifts in tempo and vocals, and the wild, wild music – the

at least the surprisingly pop-y nature of the opening track.

strong songs, We Can’t Even Lose hauls you into the album

guitar and song structures defy the same-old, same-old

The title track that follows it, however, is a return to a sound

immediately, and it never lets go. More than anything, it’s an

formula we’ve all heard before and don’t need to hear

you’d expect from this rising star, and the recording and subtle

example of the un-missable chemistry and rarity of hearing

again. And that’s something too few bands can say these

background accompaniments accentuate Kat’s strengths and
build the song up, giving it great pull and depth. Track 3, “Brittle
Bones,” is at times reminiscent of Laura Marling’s sweeping
guitar work. The result of the recording, and its manner of
treating every song differently, trying to find and enhance its
essence, provides listeners with an exploration of the many
avenues Kat McLevey can take as a songwriter, or take us

7

a band composed of the right band members; these guys are
meant to make music together, and they’re good at what they
do (Grant King, for example, is a fabulous example of how to
use keys to add a whole other layer of depth and texture to a
sound). There’s a soaring, burst-wide-open energy on every
track, and every track’s song structure feels all the more
complex and natural because of it. Every musician in the
band is miles from being lazy about what they bring

down as a listener. One song that really shines here is the

to the table. These guys channel a rare energy that

closing track, “Let Me Go.” Ending the album with just her and

few other local acts conjure up, and it’s a natural

her guitar shows off her abilities at barebone songwriting.

energy, sprung from what all solid bands are

“Let Me Go,” “Drifter,” and “Brittle Bones” capture Kat sounding

made from: chemistry, passion, and knowing

her most natural, while the poppier “Grip” and horn-filled

how to work together in a way that brings

“Hourglass” offer a nice counterbalance to those songs,

every bandmate’s pros to the forefront, instead

diversifying the sound on the album.

of getting in each other’s way.

days. Their atypical song structures might bar out some
less adventurous listeners, but anyone who gets this
album, anyone who feels it, will love it. The opening track,
“Revisionist,” comes at you screaming from the start with
a wicked guitar riff, the perfect chorus, and some amazing,
imaginative instrumentation in a brief, well-placed bridge
that gives the listener a break before returning to

Check out
theovercast.ca

the screaming, soaring verse. The fluid guitar
work and disorienting shifts in pace on
“Convalesce” spins you around til you’re
lost in the song. By Proxy is a four- song

ON THE RECORD
PLAYLIST THIS
CFA THURSDAYS
TELL US MORE

EP of frantic, solid songs that beg a live
show for their feral energy to be really
experienced and appreciated.
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Mic to Mic
with Jody
Richardson

I’m more like herpes to the
St. John’s music scene; I flare up
every once in a while and you
can’t seem to get rid of me.

Jody Richardson, frontman

There’s been talk of this new batch of

Usually I will bring an idea to

of Pathological Lovers, and

Pathological Lovers songs coming out for a

the band and everyone will

while, why all the delay?

put their brilliant thoughts

Because I’m shitty at my job.

into the piece which ends

former frontman of Fur Packed

JODY RICHARDSON BY PEGGY TREMBLETT

8

Action and Thomas Trio and

up making me look much
It sounds 100% fabulous, who recorded

better than I could ever be.

it, where? Clearly it’s where everyone in

Granted, “Evil Bookends”

town should be recording.

was almost fully formed

such was. It comes from us being souky and

Grant King is the exalted engineer behind the

from the start, which is rare, but the norm is

greedy that we weren’t nominated elsewise so

sound. We recorded out at his house in Bay

something like “Dogback” where we just aren’t

You’ve been a vital part of the St. John’s

we couldn’t even lose. Since then though, the

Bulls live off the floor and then did an awful lot

satisfied until it’s a huge bloated hard to play

music scene, %110 in at every show, for

title has come to mean all things to us. I don’t

of overdubs. He’s recorded/engineered a few

mess-terpiece.

over two decades: what is it about music

know how many times we have expressed that

bands now and you can hear on the EP how he

that’s kept you so devoted to it, with zero

got better at his game throughout even this

There’s a line in “Crocuses” I think us

loss of energy for it?

particular journey. It was also mixed by the

townies will all enjoy, fitting of the time

I don’t see myself as vital. Teachers, nurses,

unsung hero, Justin Merdsoy, and mastered

of year we’re entering, “Right there,

mechanics and Dave Rowe are vital. I’m just a

by Canada’s finest music-to-money masterer,

that’s the smell of summer coming from

guy who enjoys playing music with other people.

J LaPointe. They really did fantastic jobs of

the Goulds.” Tell us something about this

I’m more like herpes to the St. John’s music

properly placing everything on the horizontal

song, anything.

scene; I flare up every once in a while and you

and vertical aural spectrum.

I have been in love with the music of Hot

the Red Albino, answers a few
questions on a life in music
and the new Lovers EP.

can’t seem to get rid of me. I certainly lose my

same sentiment for politics, art, commerce,

Snakes for a while. But who hasn’t. We

energy for it sometimes and wonder what the

The killer opening track, “Evil Bookends”

wanted to give over to that influence but still

damn point of anything is but that would be the

has quite a curious title. What’s this

allow a Lovers’ spin. So I decided to write

same if I was a hot dog vender or deputy mayor.

song about?

it about flowers. The full start of that song

But we get a show booked and it’s my rock and

It comes from a line in the song that reads,

is, “Right there, that’s the smell of summer

roll duty to freak out and dig in. Imagine if a

“They say evil bookends good”; the idea that

coming from the Goulds. Spicy air with the

wrestler just stood there and did a calm spoken

evil arises when there is too much or not

thawed twist of dog’s business.” So, we get to

word trash talk for their “set” I would think that

enough of something “fate puts out her foot.”

be all rocky but still hide behind the comedy.

person was shitty at their job.

Good is the balance, the centre. The song is an

Like Jon Stewart. Another line in the tune

ode to proudly continuing our run to kick the

is “Through pavement, through concrete,

famous football that Lucy always hauls away.

the purple cavalry.” And the bridge has my

What’s something that’s different for you,

relationships and horticulture.

about Pathological Lovers, relative to your

favourite which is just “hay fever” repeated.

former bands like Fur Packed Action and

So many Lovers songs have such a solid,

Thomas Trio and the Red Albino?

full sound and complex song structure,

We Can’t Even Lose. Where’d the

I’ve described my understanding of music

like the eight-minute song “Dogback”

album title come from?

as someone who walks around in the dark

off this EP. How did that song come

When Calling All Favours came out we were

hoping they bump into something. Now, I

together? You bring a song to the band

only nominated by Music NL in the alternative

spend a fair bit of time doing this stumbling

and take it from there?

category. We felt in actuality it was a much

but it’s still somewhat blind. With the Lovers,

“Dogback” was a very small acoustic tune that

more straight ahead album than many of the

all the lights are on.

kept getting larger the more we worked it.

other fantastic ALT releases that year. But,

10% OFF
UNTIL
MAY 31

ZuZu Luxe Cosmetics
Clean & All-Natural Ingredients
Sophisticated & Fresh Colours
ZUZU COSMETICS ARE CERTIFIED
GLUTEN-FREE & VEGAN

16 Stavanger Drive • 726-0254
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Too Much for
Television:
22 Minutes Star
Brings Jerry’d Alive
to LSPU Hall for
One-woman Show
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FOR TICKETS,
CALL 753 4531

I met with Susan in a packed downtown coffee

personalities,

shop. She strutted in the door in leopard print

trying to

leggings and a leather jacket. Admittedly, it

figure out

was an intimidating sight to see a leather clad

who he is. He’s

cast member of This Hour Has 22 Minutes

a little bit of a

because of this

saunter towards me. But, with a beaming

porcupine – he shows

character.”

smile and offered hand she reminded me

the tough side and hides the soft.”

Jerry’d Alive plays at
the LSPU Hall from
May 7-11.

that she’s just a woman who wants to make
people laugh.
For Kent, Jerry represents

BY DAVID MAHER

someone we all know and

sensitive to making sure that when something

in a way that can only be expressed on stage.

that may be offensive is said, it can be backed

The character was tested for television for a
runner liking the character, Jerry was deemed

coming back.

is this real nice, sweet kid,

LSPU Hall in 2008, Susan Kent is

said Kent. “It’s a façade.

bringing the hard-nosed, thirty-

He’s feeling out

going-on-eighteen year old Jerry

what it means to

back in a new, one woman show

be tough, along

called Jerry’d Alive.

with these other

make these points

be rude, Kent is also

this twelve year old boy, who

nothing but obscenities,”

these things and

The character is foul-mouthed and in your face

Jerry Pack is

After a successful stint at the

that I can get to say

While Jerry may

segment on 22 Minutes, but despite the show

his texts to his friends, it’s

but it’s similar in

Jerry’s tough front can get him into trouble.

perhaps used to be. “He’s like

but when his parents read

too much for television. Kent says that Jerry
not being right for TV only shows the difference
between the mediums of stage and screen.
“There’s only so much Jerry can say that isn’t too
offensive for television. I like Jerry because he
can say whatever he likes – and it is offensive –

up by making the audience think about why
they are offended. Offensive dialogue is used by
Kent in a way that sparks other dialogue about
yourself or the people around you. The aim is
not simply to offend outright.“I like to be able
to say these things in a crass way. If you’re
offended by that, then that’s another thing you
can have a look at,” said Kent. “At the same

but at the same time he can make some good

time, I’m not interested in outright offending

points,” she said. “I do not mean to make a

people. To me, it’s not a starting point. I want

comparison to the character of Stephen Colbert,

to write, have fun, and be funny.”

P H O TO C R E D I T: C B C

Unknown
Destinies

of Troy. A flawless beauty, Apollo offered to
her the gift of prophesy in exchange for her
courtship. She agreed to this arrangement
but then refused after accepting the gift.

BY MARTIN POOLE

Apollo cursed her by allowing no one to
understand her prophesies.

I first saw Gerry Squires’
I Sent My Creature Scouting
on the Globe a few years

The painting similarly expresses being
part of a determined and divine plan, but
being unable to change the course. The

back at The Rooms and was

figure standing at the centre is anguished

immediately taken by it.

and fragmented. His body has a distinct

The painting expresses a spontaneous
and undeniable emotion, but to explain its

hole through the chest and his lower body
is empty save a tattered white robe that
outlines his past form. The yellow sky

deterministic force. This all-encompassing

the entire progression.The painting depicts

sense of order is expressed by the

the moment of resurrection; a shared

systematic parallelism of the triptych itself.

reawakening that is received with discontent.
This resurrection is not a cyclical renewal, or

beams boldly through him, making him

The bird at the right is composed of bone and

rebirth, but rather the figures are reanimated

appear inconsequential and impartial to the

earth; driven to life from detritus. The bird

from tired flesh, spent earth, and suspended

outside forces moving him.

shares the same anguish as the standing

at the end of their lives. Gerry had taken the

figure. Flying towards the bird is a flock

title from a Dylan Thomas poem titled When

encountered by art, is a complex relationship,

The horse skull at the left is suspended in

that appears to form from the wind. The

Once the Twilight Locks No Longer. The title

for it is difficult to tell what is determined

a state of movement. Over time the skull

flock seems to be the only living entity, for

suggests movement of an outside force, as

by the art and what is coming from the self.

had become integrated to the earth, and

they are moving of their own accord. Their

controlling one’s freedom. The creature was

Squires’ triptych is from the Cassandra series

in its uprising it takes some of the earth

bodies are clear and naturally composed;

sent by the speaker to scout the globe. The

and was painted in 1983. In Greek myth

and stone with it. The objects symmetry

an omniscient quality when compared to

creature did not decide to do so. And there

Cassandra was the daughter of King Priam

is revealed after being uprooted by a

the bird. They appear as the motivators of

is no end foretold.

emotive quality is incredibly difficult. The self
is the most complicated individual that one
will ever encounter. The reason why artists
create what they do and how one feels when

9
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Plantation Profiles
BY LAUREN POWER

Seven diverse artists in one shared space, all creating works of
art while an audience watches. And it takes place on a wharf in Quidi Vidi.

The Quidi Vidi
Plantation is open
Tuesday through
Sunday - 10:00 a.m.
until 4:00 p.m

What sounds like the makings of a pretty

at the Avalon Mall,” says Jackman. “I had a

as embellishments for my jewelry,” says

STEFANIE SMITH

excellent reality show is actually happening at

sewing machine, an old jacket, and some

Twillingate’s Joelle Blandford, who is currently

COMPANY: STEFANIE SMITH CERAMICS

the Quidi Vidi Village Plantation. The Plantation

leather suspenders that I found on an old pair

working on a new spring fashion collection,

“I recently completed a decorative wall piece

hopes to provide artists with two things that

of my grandfather’s coveralls. From those, I

featuring original natural fibre dresses and silk

that involved sculpting a realistic deer skull

can be hard to find: affordable studio space,

made my bag.” Now, Jackman’s studio-based

jewelry. Her eco-friendly product line, which

to match a pair of antlers I had found in my

and a chance to grow.

business deals in fashionable, functional ‘carry-

includes skirts, tapestries, and yoga gear, pulls

grandfather’s workshop,” says the Grenfell BFA.

all’ products – including handbags, wallets, and

inspiration from the ocean, including designs

“I created an ornate mask and backing for the

The 4600 square-foot building currently hosts

other textile items – which Jackman drafts,

and patterns influenced by everything from

skull which gave it an otherworldly presence

seven emerging artists, while providing the

designs, sews, and prints herself. She also

icebergs to oil spills.

that was enhanced by the moody effects of the

public with a chance to see talented artisans

does her own patterns, as well as all of the

work their trade, up close and personal.

finishing leather work. “The hand of the maker

MORGAINE PARNHAM

the pot in organic combustibles, lighting it

“The artists are part of ‘the show,’” says

is on every step of the process.”

COMPANY: MORGAINE’S WAY

on fire, then covered to create a hot, smoky

Morgaine Parnham of Portugal Cove is a

environment. The smoke colours the clay with

artist Graham Blair, “People are welcome to

smoke firing.”Smoke firing involves burying

come and watch us work in our studios and,

GRAHAM BLAIR

graduate of the Textile Craft and Apparel

unique brown, burgundy, green, grey, or black

hopefully, buy something.” We talked to seven

COMPANY: GRAHAM BLAIR WOODCUTS

Design program which is offered downtown at

patterns that are different on every piece. “It

of the resident artists about the space, their

Graham Blair’s specialty is woodcut

the Anna Templeton Centre. “I have primarily

is like giving your piece away to the fire and

art, and their sitcom-like setup.

printmaking, which is the oldest method of

been focusing on weaving, creating one-of-

receiving a surprising gift back,” says Smith.

printmaking, dating to the eighth century. The

a-kind hand woven goods,” says Parnham.

work is labour-intensive, taking upwards of

Parnham pulls together an eclectic mix of

RENEE SCOTT

seventy hours just to do the carving portion.

colours and textures, tending towards natural

COMPANY: BRINDY LINENS

It’s a method that’s older than the invention

fibres – wool, cotton, and silk. Recently,

of playing cards, which is another motif that

Parnham’s been developing a line of home

shows up in Blair’s work.“For each of my

decor items, combining vintage woolen

editions, I hand-carve a printing block with my

blankets with hand woven details. “They have

own design out of maple, which is a really hard

a cozy comfort cottage feel.”

MEGAN JACKMAN
COMPANY: RAGMAW
The name of Megan Jackman’s company –
Ragmaw – is a Newfoundland word meaning
“a ragged beggar, or a woman dressed
in tatters.” It’s also a nod to her humble
beginnings as a designer. “I was in my second
year of university, broke and eating oatmeal,
desperately wanting a bag that I had seen

wood but is excellent for detail,” says Blair.
“When the printing block is finished, I hand print

LAURA HIGENELL

each image by rolling ink on the block, laying

COMPANY: LCH CERAMICS

the paper down, then hand-burnishing the back

“I find pottery is a medium that can turn ‘Nan’

of the paper – rubbing it with a bamboo spoon

very easily,” says Higenell. Higenell is currently

that I have shaped for this purpose. The style

focusing her pot passion in two divergent lines

that has developed out of this is a designed

of pottery, one “earthy and natural,” and the

naturalism, meaning my work is figurative, but

other “minimalist and contemporary,” hoping

involves a reduction of form into underlying

the fresh aesthetic inspires younger artists and

shapes, lines, and textures.”

gets the community excited about ceramics.
Down the road from the Plantation, you can

JOELLE BLANDFORD

borrow one of Higenell’s mugs at Mallard

COMPANY: NATURE’S THREADS

Cottage, where she’s provided the restaurant

“I use sea glass, mussel shell, and driftwood

with a series of handmade crockery.

“I started my business, Brindy Linens, two years
ago,” says artist Renee Scott, who tries to create
timeless, wholesome pieces that represents
the Newfoundland culture and landscape in
her designs. “I knew I wanted to make wellmade, functional textiles for the home. A little
over two years ago, I made my sister-in-law a
quilt for Christmas and it was in the dying and
block printing of the fabric that I knew I’d found
the creative outlet I had been looking for. Each
one is laid by hand and some of the details are
hand-painted,” says
Scott. “I use a hemp
and organic cotton
blend fabric because
it is environmentally
friendly and will
hold up to
everyday use.”

Visual & Performance Arts
Newfoundlander
Deanna Foley
Set to Screen
at the Prestigious
Cannes
International
Film Festival
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award-nominated novel

and Lynne Wilson of St.

Thomas Hynes, who is of course playing “a

will be screening this

John’s-based Wreckhouse

small time hoodlum biker-type, fresh out

May in France at the

Productions. After working

of jail, trying to rebuild his life. Last time he

most prestigious film

with Foley on her short

went down was for grand theft auto — stole

festival in the world,

film The Magnificent Molly

a police car. Despite all that, he somehow

thanks to Newfoundland

McBride, Knox-Gosse and

managed to hook up with the lovely Susie.”

filmmaker Deanna Foley.

Wilson were left wanting

Susie is the main character’s best friend, played

to do another project with

by local actress Susan Kent. Kent and Hynes

Relative Happiness,

Foley. Alan Collins, a

worked together before, on CBC’s Hatching

the movie, is being

Halifax-based producer,

Matching,and Dispatching, in which they also

pitched as a romantic

brought Wreckhouse

played the role of a couple. Hynes jokes that

comedy that tells the

Productions onboard, and

“even though I begged wardrobe not to put her

they knew Foley would

in heels, I love working with Susan Kent. She’s

story of a plus-sized bed
and breakfast owner who realizes that “real

be the right director, because, as Knox-Gosse

a total pro, a very dedicated performer that I

relationships aren’t like the Jane Austen-esque

has said, “Her films often focus on female

always learn a lot from.”

Crewe’s Relative Happiness is

romantic ideals she’s been coveting.” Lexie

underdogs who find the inner strength to

semi-autobiographical.

feels like the imperfect sibling in an otherwise

overcome obstacles in hilarious and uniquely

Another local, Mary Lewis, will play the mother

perfect family, and is looking for love in a town

offbeat ways.”

of the three sisters – a woman who, despite

Like many first novels, Leslie

“I had no intention of writing a book, it was
only a diary run amok! I wrote for two months
straight and cried every day, because I am
Lexie and she allowed me to say things that
I never could. She came in very handy.” The
film adaptation of Crewe’s cathartic and

Timeraiser
Connects
Volunteers and
Non-profits with
Perks for Local
Artists and Art
Lovers

that may be too small to find it in. Deanne

all efforts to appear flawless and composed,

Foley is directing the ordeal, and co-wrote the

Foley was a former field producer for CBC’s

is struggling with “a little turmoil beneath the

script with Crewe, Iain MacLeod, and Sherry

Street Cents so it’s no surprise that Jonathan

veneer,” as Lewis says. Of working with Foley,

White. It’s a Newfoundland & Nova Scotia

Torrens – the face of Street Cents back in

Lewis is very complimentary. “She’s talented and

partnership, with many recognizable local

the day – is in the film. There are several

humble and doesn’t take herself too seriously:

film types involved, including Jill Knox-Gosse

local actors in the film as well, including Joel

always a winning combination in a leader.”

themselves with the same problem more

rate, with all pledged hours being completed,

In addition, there will be a silent auction held

than a decade ago, and worked on a solution

making St. John’s the only city in Canada that

on artwork – but bidding is done in volunteer

– and now that solution is about to hold its

can make that claim. The new event invested

hours and not dollars. Bidding on each piece

second event in St. John’s.

nearly $7,500 to purchase art from up-and-

starts at twenty-five volunteer hours, going up

coming local artists including Mike Gough and

to one hundred. Ladhani said the organization

“Timeraiser connects non-profits with

Graham Kennedy, and aims to again garner

hopes that each one will hit the maximum.

skilled volunteers,” said Noorin Ladhani,

2,000 volunteer hours for St. John’s groups

When the volunteers complete their

the organization’s marketing and

like the SPCA, Eastern Edge, the Canadian

committed hours, they receive their artwork.

communications coordinator. “The idea

Cancer Society, and the Association for New

behind Timeraiser was to provide people

Canadians, who are among the non-profits

In addition to having their work purchased to

looking for volunteer opportunities with

involved in this year’s event.

be featured as part of the event, attendees

people looking for volunteers in their

BY TERRI COLES

vote for a Best in Show, which provides the

communities.” Since the first Timeraiser in

At the event, attendees can meet with

winning artist with an additional prize of

2003, there have been more than fifty events

representatives from local non-profit

$500. Tickets for the Timeraiser Event are

raising more than 135,000 volunteer hours

organizations to discuss how their

available online at timeraiser.ca/st-johns for

and investing $810,000 in the careers of

backgrounds fit with the needs of local

ten dollars.The event

emerging Canadian artists.

non-profits, allowing residents to commit

will be held at the

volunteer hours on the spot. “There’s a

Rocket Room

The city’s first Timeraiser event, held in 2012,

great range of non-profits within St. John’s,”

at 272 Water

invested $10,000 in local artists and raised

Ladhani said, “so anyone attending the event

Street on May

The founders of Timeraiser, a program of the

more than 2,000 volunteer hours for local

will hopefully be able to find a cause that

8th, beginning

non-profit Framework Foundation, found

non-profits. The event had a 100% completion

they connect with.”

at 7 PM.

You have time and you have
skills – but you’re not sure how
to combine them to make a
difference in your city.

Bid on art
with volunteer
commitments,
not cash
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THIS MONTH’S OVERCAST SHORT

Seeing Red
BY GRANT LOVEYS

why it was they flew away when all we were

told her. Makes you feel helpless.

doing was walking by. I told her they were

Like she didn’t know.

probably afraid of us.
I told her about how this dog was staring at
But I’d never hurt them, she said. I couldn’t.

me, snarling and whatever, and I kept talking

Don’t they know that? She seemed kind of

to it, real low and soft, and stuck my hands

worked up about it. I thought maybe she was

out with the palms up, and eventually it let

going to cry. I didn’t know what to do. I said

me go by. I told her to try that. Walk real slow

hell doll, I don’t know. Maybe they’re not afraid.

with your palms out. Talk to them a bit.

Maybe they’re just bored with us. Then she said

It was a few years ago now,
but the girl I was seeing at the
time – this real good looking

she wanted to take a break and sit down. That

I thought it might work, and I guess she did

know the tricks like I do now, at least I didn’t

she was thirsty. I said ok, that sounded good

too because she got up and started talking

know nearly as many, and I was trying to play

and got a few beers from the sack.

real low to them, walking toward them with
her palms up like I’d told her to do. She got

this one as straight as I could. But she got me
going sometimes. Sometimes I couldn’t resist.

So we sat down next to each other and had a

about halfway and the birds hadn’t moved, so

She had this big rope of red hair and those

few beers in this field with the robins chirping

she turned around and smiled at me, this big

freckles. I used to count them sometimes,

and carrying on like we weren’t even there.

broad smile I had never seen before or since.

draw little connect-the-dots on her back, and

We were drinking a lot in those days; not

And it hit me square. Like I said, she was way

she’d like it. She really would. She’d say, what

enough that it was a problem, but enough to

out of my league, but when I saw her like that

do I have in me right now? and I’d trace my

think hard about. Maybe that’s a problem in

– all in the light and wearing that smile – it

We were out walking around, just passing

finger along and say a tiger or a beautiful bird,

itself. But we did ok. That’s what I’m trying to

was like she was out of everyone’s league.

time. We’d do a lot of walking around. Pack

and sometimes if we were in the right way

say. We did our best.

Like leagues didn’t even exist for her.

a little bag with some fruit and a dozen beer

I might say a little piggy and she’d fling her

and after a while we’d sit down somewhere

hands at me and try to give me a smack.

She kept staring at the robins. She had a

I said, babe I think those birdies are all fellas

few pieces of peach in her hand and she was

– how about you show ‘em your robin red-

We’d been walking for a long, long time it

tossing them to the birds and clicking her

breast? I probably yelled it. I don’t remember

seemed, but not long in a bad way. Just that

tongue. Come on little guys, she was saying.

for sure. She had me pretty worked up. I

we’d gone so much farther than we’d planned

Come on over. I won’t hurt you. But none of

think I must’ve, though, because she kind

It’d been a while since they’d cut it, so the

to. She’d been a bit off that day, maybe a little

them moved. They just watched us, still as

of flinched and all the robins lit out from the

brush was coming back, but it was coming

distant, like she was working something

could be. Like they were waiting

trees. So many of them taking off at once,

back red for some reason. Really pretty stuff,

out in her head, but after that crack in the

for something.

like they were all wired together. It was a

like the sun was always setting over that

firebreak she seemed a bit better. We hadn’t

girl I had no business being
with, honestly – ended up
falling down a well.

for a bit of a break. We’d walked a long while
that day, way down past the firebreak the
town put in.

thing to see. I knew I blew it, I knew that this

one spot. The girl was saying something

said much since then and we might’ve walked

They’re still afraid of us aren’t they? she

about how the brush was poison, that they’d

a mile or so, but it was an okay sort of silence.

said. And I said it sure looked like it. I’d

something to see – all those birds on the

used the same stuff that killed all those

It was like we didn’t have to talk, that maybe

drunk all my beer and was into hers by then.

one wing, so together. They fought with each

people in Vietnam, but that didn’t seem right.

everything that needed to be said already had.

The sun was shining. She looked as good

other, squaring off over a few feet of trees

as I could remember her looking. I wasn’t

and whatever worms they could take from

thinking about birds.

the ground, and I guess if it came down to it

Something that looks as good as that did can’t

was going to be a big thing, but still, it was

be all bad. This one big shrubby looking thing

We came up over this hill, and it was just

had managed to hook her coat and she was

spring so the robins had all come back and

struggling with it. I said now you know what

were setting up their territories. You’d see

She couldn’t get past it. She kept calling to

easy and when they spooked they spooked

it’s like to be me. She said what, trapped?

them all squaring off their spots, jerking and

them, throwing bits of peach, and they kept

together. They were afraid and they helped

with this weird look on her face, and I said,

hopping at each other, a whole bunch of them

on ignoring her. It was all starting to get to

each other out. Why weren’t we like that? I

nah baby, I’m just all tangled up in your big

lined up like soldiers every few dozen feet.

me. I told her about this time I got cornered

didn’t know then, and I don’t know now.

red bush. She gave me another look, but it

They didn’t have much, I guess, but what they

by this big Doberman that lived a few doors

was a different one. I said, hey baby, hey now,

did have they held on to. I could understand

down. It was always getting out

wiggling my hands like you do.

that. That made sense to me. They’d watch

under the fence, but this time it

going, and we were alone.

you coming, size you up like that to make

had cut itself worming under

I could feel how empty the

sure you weren’t about to steal everything

there I guess, and it was

said, I was way out of my league with this

away from them. As we passed, they’d all fly

angry at everything because

they weren’t actually empty.

one, but I was trying my best with her. I didn’t

off, one by one, and she asked out of nowhere

it was hurt. Pain does that, I

But it really did feel like that.

That’s the way things were with us. Like I

Grant Loveys is the author of Our Gleaming Bones Unrobed (ECW Press).

they might kill each other, but they spooked

The birds took off to wherever they were

woods were, though I guess
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Like we were the only things breathing in that
little part of the world. She turned around and
I thought that everything would probably be all
right. It was like a big breath had sighed out
of the world. But she looked at me and she
completely lost it. Will you just stop? she kept
screaming. Won’t you stop for once in your
life? She got so red in the face it was
almost scary.

Finalists Announced
for the 2014
Newfoundland
& Labrador Book
Awards

I put my hands out. Palms up. If it worked
for a mad dog, it’d work for her. And it did,
in a way. She came at me, seeing red, really
and truly mad like I had never seen, and then
disappeared. Fell right down into this old well

Every year, the Newfoundland

FINALISTS FOR THE WRITERS
ALLIANCE FICTION AWARD

Catch readings
from these fiction
authors at 7:30 pm,
May 25th, @ the
Ship Pub.

& Labrador Book Awards alternate

like she was knifed right out of the world. I

between awarding a book in the categories

couldn’t see her, but I could hear her. Cursing

of adult fiction & children’s literature

and screaming. Help me out of here you
fucking idiot. Help me. Just help me get

in one year, and, poetry & non-fiction

out of this.

the next.

But I didn’t. I’m not proud of it. Don’t think

This year will reward one author each in the categories of

of me that way. The sun was going down by

adult fiction & children’s literature. It is worth noting that

then, and everything was getting redder by
the second. The sky, the trees, the world. I
closed my eyes and tried not listening to her,
but it was like all that redness was inside me,
behind my eyelids. There was no getting away
from it. And I thought about the birds, how
maybe they were flying in a blue sky the red

two of this year’s finalists for the Bruneau Family Children’s
Literature Award, Tom Dawe and Andy Jones, have won this

for his career in film and theatre. Andy is in fact the last
author to win the Bruneau Family Award, which he did in

coming back from this. So I ran.

The very same book also went on to win The Winterset
Award for Excellence in Newfoundland Writing. The third

I saw her again a few days later at the bus

author in this year’s children’s category, William Pryse-

stop with this big guy, the two of them

Phillips, is also not your typical children’s author: he is a

laughing it up about something or other. She

neurologist by trade, and has penned three medical books.

had a big bandage wrapped around her head,

I guess she got herself out, one way or
another. Most of us do.

As for the fiction category, Ed Kavanagh is also a

We’ll publish one a month, and all will be
eligible for the $10,000 Journey Prize.
Stories must be less than 1,800 words
and previously unpublished in a
book or literary journal.

submissions@theovercast.ca

FINALISTS FOR THE BRUNEAU FAMILY
CHILDREN’S OR YOUNG ADULT
LITERATURE AWARD

THE WONDERFUL
DOGFISH RACKET by Tom Dawe
“Tom Dawes’ lyrical, whimsical genius is in full
display. Although rooted in a historical event, the
message of community self-empowerment is
timeless and global. This book is a winning blend
of history and poetic excellence and will be recited
for generations to come.” – JURY CITATION

previous winner of an NL Book Award, for his 2002 debut
novel, The Confessions of Nipper Mooney. Choosing a fiction
winner this year will have been rough on the jury – Lisa
Moore and Russell Wangersky, also shortlisted for the
award – are arguably the finest male and female sentence-

Submit your
short stories!

WHIRL AWAY by Russell Wangersky
“Opens with a rusty bolt let loose from the bed of a
pick-up truck, hurtling towards the driver’s head as
the truck crashes nose-first into an embankment.
An apt opening to a collection in which sharp
and telling detail cracks open every story and
illuminates its depths.” – JURY CITATION

to the form – Tom a celebrated poet, and Andy best known

2012 with his beautifully bound book, Jack and the Manger.

way out of his league.

CAUGHT by Lisa Moore
“Caught opens with David Slaney’s prison break
… and takes [us] across Canada and down
the Pacific Coast to Columbia – always one
step ahead of Patterson, the police detective
determined to put Slaney back behind bars.
The narrative alternates between these two
characters, both of whom are good guys. Her
writing is quick, clever, and insightful. Her
descriptions are spot on.” – JURY CITATION

award before, particularly since they were both late coming

hadn’t reached yet. About how there was no

but even with that, anyone could tell she was

STRAYS by Ed Kavanagh
“Kavanagh’s characters inhabit the marginal
edges of Newfoundland communities past and
present. [His] prose is beautiful and lucid without
calling undue attention to itself; he writes with
a clarity that lets character and setting shine
through the words.” – JURY CITATION

level writers in our province, if not the country, and both
of their books, nominated here, have also previously been
shortlisted for Canada’s most prestigious literary award,

JACK AND MARY IN THE LAND
OF THIEVES by Andy Jones
“The bardic, original voice of Andy Jones in
another of his word perfect Jack tales gives us
a world away from now, a world that celebrates
Newfoundland’s sailing history, song and the art
of storytelling itself. In the Land of Thieves is a
book that does what classics do — appeal to an
audience of young and old alike.” – JURY CITATION

the $50,000 Giller Prize.
The winners in both categories will be announced May 27th.
Catch readings from these children’s book
authors at 1 pm, May 24th, @ The Rocket Room.

FREE FLIGHT by William Pryse-Phillips
“Charming, funny, whimsical, with a
proverbial wink at parents and the raising of
offspring. Pryse–Phillips created an original,
enchanting picture book where ultimately
we are shown that freedom is as exciting as
the safety of home is reassuring.”
– JURY CITATION
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George Murray
on Being Our
New Poet
Laureate, and,
His Brand New
Children’s Book

challenging and thoughtful. Before Tom was

book is a gorgeous hardcover that feels like

Agnes Walsh, and she’s a force of nature. So

it could sit on a shelf next to Winnie-the-Pooh

I really felt honoured to be in that company,

and Paddington, which you don’t often get

and also challenged to make the most of it.

with poetry.

When I came to St. John’s eight years ago,
the community was very welcoming and

People say a children’s book is harder

supportive. This feels like a fruition of that. St.

to write than one would think. Is that

John’s is my home, the first time I’ve felt deeply

true in your experience?

connected to any city since I was a child (and

Writing it wasn’t hard, but editing it was. I

I’ve lived in quite a few!). I’m glad to have some

wanted the cadence and repetition to do the
which could have done an admirable job, but

dual duty of making the story memorable and

Michael Pittman is my favourite contemporary

entertaining. Kids need to laugh at the fiasco

What do you hope to do during

artist. Three of his paintings (for adults)

of the jumping fleas, root for the determined

your time in this position?

are hanging in my house. Michael’s work is

little fox, learn from the lesson of thinking

I am mulling a number of public engagement

generally dark and mythologically loaded, but

differently, admire the crow for her wisdom,

strategies. The position isn’t what most people

he was also about to be a new father, which

and then ask to read it again because it was

think of - which is someone like Ted Hughes

I thought might create an interesting tension

so fun. All the while, it has to be something

being forced to write terrible poems for the

for a book like this. Wow Wow and Haw Haw

that parents won’t tear their hair out having

royal family. It’s really an ambassador position,

is based loosely on some Celtic (and Native,

to read multiple times (as I often feel with TV

making sure the contribution of poetry, and

depending on who you ask) mythology, which

tie-in books like Dora the Explorer, etc.). So

the literary arts in general, is recognized and

is right up Pittman’s alley, and when he showed

I went with a very classic story-telling style

highlighted at public events. Because I’m

us a proof-of-concept painting, we knew it

that combines repeated refrains and a logical

Murray, award-winning poet

relatively wired for a poet, I’m thinking there’ll

was the perfect choice. He’s a consummate

sequence of steps.

and Book Ninja, was releasing

likely be more social media engagement, as

professional and the paintings within are

well as direct contact through events. I like the

gorgeous. I insisted the cover say “Paintings

Who were your first readers once

idea of starting a reading club - not a set of

by Michael Pittman” instead of “Illustrated by

you completed the story?

readings or open mics where poets read their

Michael Pittman” because once you see it I’m

My boys, Silas and August, were the first

own verse to an audience, but a gathering of

sure you’ll agree - these are not illustrations

audience, but then my partner, the novelist

Likewise, the news that Murray was recently

those who love, or are interested in, poetry,

in the common sense of the word.

Elisabeth de Mariaffi, went over it and did the

deemed Poet Laureate of St. John’s, was

reading aloud from works that have affected

BY KERRI CULL

When I heard that George

a book for children, I was not
surprised.

say in how it will present its public poetry face.

editing for Breakwater, where she works in
How was it writing a book for children after

marketing. A few other friends read it as well,

Murray has been creating poetry and publishing

so many poetry publications?

to make sure I wasn’t kidding myself that it

books and inspiring dialogue for many

I actually wrote the book in 2006 or so, for

was worthwhile.

something that just felt normal and right.

years. He is a force and a fixture in Canadian

them. Sort of like a song circle for poetry.

ON HIS NEW CHILDREN’S BOOK
WOW WOW AND HAW HAW

my son Silas, who was three at the time. I

literature, the world of poetry, and in the St.

illustrated it myself, and left spaces for him to

What are your favourite kids’ books?

John’s literary community.

Why a fox and a crow?

draw on the manuscript and we made a “book”

My boys and I love stories like Crockett

Well, visually, because both are stunning, but

together that grew tattered and destroyed.

Johnson’s Harold and the Purple Crayon,

metaphorically and symbolically, because they

I had written a number of tales down - just

EB White’s Stuart Little, and of course Milne’s

represent cleverness and wisdom, youth and

stories I’d made up at bedtime that I recorded

Winnie-the-Pooh, but I think Arnold Lobel’s

age. You can be as clever as you want, but

for posterity. Breakwater convinced me to

Frog and Toad is my primary model for kid’s

given the opportunity to be the next

sometimes the problem requires a few years

show them the story and they took it from

contemporary stories.

poet laureate of St. John’s?

of thinking to solve. Wow Wow can’t get rid of

there. It’s a different experience for sure. The

I was delighted and honoured to be asked.

his fleas with what he knows, but Haw Haw

It’s big shoes to fill. Tom Dawe has done

has been around the block a few times and she

such a great job in the last four years, really

nudges him in right direction. It’s a story of the

bringing the position to the public and being

virtues of stick-to-it-iveness and listening to

St. John’s is my home, the first time I’ve felt deeply

his charming self. He’s a great reader of poetry

your elders.

connected to any city since I was a child, and I’ve

ON BEING NAMED POET LAUREATE
What were your initial thoughts when

and a wonderful story teller, so it’s always a
pleasure to hear him speak, and that’s what

How did you go about the process of

the public really needs to know about poetry:

choosing an illustrator/painter?

it can be accessible and entertaining as well as

I know quite a few artists personally, any of

lived in quite a few. I’m glad to have some say in
how it will present its public poetry face.

Broadcasts
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Check our website’s
sidebar buttons to
contribute to each
monthly poll

What’s Your Solution for
All the Potholes Around Town?
RANDOMLY SELECTED RESPONSES
“Again, as I’ve been saying for years: if we all drove
pogo sticks, this wouldn’t be a problem. You could
hop right over the things!” – BOING BOING BOING
“Look around, see all the new homes in all the
new subdivisions, surely the city’s collecting more
property tax than ever before. Spend the money
and put down thicker asphalt. If Florida’s asphalt is
6-8 inches thick and they don’t have the weather
elements we do, then why is ours only 2-3 inches
thick. All they do is skim over the potholes year
after year. By’es, dig it up and make it thicker,
surely that’s cheaper in the long run. Use
concrete, another idea?” – ANONNY
“They can raise money through a fishing
derby. There are new ponds cropping up
all over the city!” – THE WANDERER
“Where’s all the money going from the new
parking meters downtown? The meter rates

are RIDICULOUS now! Tell us what that money’s
being used for (like potholes?) and maybe
I’ll get over it.” - ROBBED
“Have you seen comedian Brian Aylward’s “I’m in
a pothole” viral video? I say we fill all the potholes
with funny comedians to entertain us, and if we hit
them, well, they’re replaceable. Except you, Matt
W-----, wink wink.” – FUNNY ANON_1
“Well here’s the thing, St John’s was built for
horses, and I am pretty sure a horse can handle
a pothole better than an ‘06 Toyota Corolla.
There’s yer fix by’es, now lemme be the first
to say Giddy Up.” – CHOWIE
“Fixing the budget is the only way to fix the
potholes. Gotta have the money to fix the
problem!” - FINANCIAL ADVISOR FACE
“I love the potholes! They add a challenge to
my daily commute and keep me on my toes.
Every pothole I avoid gives me such a sense of

accomplishment and makes me feel like driver
supreme! Especially after a winter of snow-pile
obstacle courses hone my skills. What a great city
to drive in!” – OPTIMISTIC SARCASM
“How to raise money to fill potholes:
budget more for road repairs. Raise taxes
if necessary. How to budget properly: stop
voting for arseholes who won’t prioritize basic
infrastructure maintenance. How to fix St.
John’s in general: stop voting for arseholes.
Alternatively, stop being too lazy to vote
against arseholes.” – C.H. MONSTER
“How about a think tank on a new medium –
clearly pavement and concrete aren’t the best
thing to be paving our roads with. Time to think
up something new instead of re-hashing a flawed
medium. How cool would golden roads be!
Rubber ones!” – SCIENCE!
“In fairness there’s an unprecedented number of
potholes this year, and the city is likely doing as
good a job as possible. I would say sending the
city council a positive thank you for their efforts
might encourage them to keep trying, more than
crapping on them will?” – NICE GUY
“I dunno, but I think it’d be a blast to throw
some noise makers in the potholes. Or little
speakers that shout BAM and KSSSHHHhh as you
hit them, to really freak people out. If you can’t fix
something, you should be able to laugh
about it?” – BOSS

“Let’s do it together! The city should give every
citizen two or three ‘do it yourself’ pothole-fixer
kits, like, little pots of just-add-water concrete.
Every time we see a pothole, we hop out of our car
and fill it in ourself. We’d fix the city in a jiffy!”
– GO TEAM!
“Probably wouldn’t go over well, but how about
every time we register our cars, we’re docked a
hundred bucks each, and that goes into a pool to
fix the potholes. Fixing the potholes can’t be too
rough, but clearly council is being tight about how
much money they wanna throw at the problem.”
– DON’T SHOOT ME
“I don’t know, but I think their procedure to decide
if they’re at fault is horrendous, and stinks of ‘ Go
Eff Yourself!’ Statistically, they’ve reimbursed 1 in
475 claims. Why? Because their policy requires we
somehow prove that the pothole that busted our
car wasn’t fixed in a ‘reasonably quick’ manner. It’s
up to them what’s “reasonable.” There is no specific
language, like ‘within ten days of a report,’ which
is sloppy and scandalous policy that lets them off
the hook, unless we can go all Harvey Spector and
magically prove the city knew the pothole was
there for an exorbitant period and did not fix it.”
– MY BUMPER GOT CRACKED!
“The government simply needs to give us all
grants to turn our cars into hover crafts. Then,
who cares about the state of the roads? We’d
float right over the suckers. Vroom, vroom. ”
– CHAD

It’s time to

MAN UP
and help out

Volunteers on the NL Sexual Assault Crisis Centre’s
24-Hour Crisis Support and Information Line
(1-800-726-2743) take hundreds of calls per year.
Male-identified volunteers are only available to answer
them 15% of the time.

This could have been
your ad you’re reading
right now.

Contact us for ad rates
& specifications.
ads@theovercast.ca

Help us shift that balance.
Sign up for training now.
Email programs@endsexualviolence.com to learn about
training or the Centre’s Men’s Outreach Committee

smartphone app
for walkers
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CAN’T MAKE YOUR OWN
AD? WE CAN HELP!
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Broken Books
St. John’s Has a Brand New Bookshop

Broken Books
is located beneath
Fixed Coffee &
Baking
183 Duckworth
Street

Finally, there’s an independent

Greg Hewlett. Jon and Greg are two bright

boutique shopping. Anyone who says a place

Q&A

bookstore downtown again.

young entrepreneurial visionaries who’ve

like Broken Books doesn’t have as many books

Is “Broken Books” a clever play

made their coffee shop a true cultural hub –

as Chapters would be missing the point of

off “Fixed Coffee” upstairs?

they go beyond serving delicious soups and

an independent bookshop: these guys have

For sure, but it’s also a comment on the

sandwiches to hosting things like live music

carefully selected the books and magazines

idea that books are something of a “broken”

Quire or any number of fabulous

and pop-up suppers. They know a thing or

they carry, and as a result, you would enjoy

medium in this technological age. We know

Canadian literary journals,

two about doing something right, and when

most of them. There’s a ton of local authors

books aren’t going anywhere, though.

the space below Fixed became available, Jon

down there too, including the beautifully bound

reached out to his brother Matt, knowing Matt

offerings of Running the Goat Press. Besides,

What do you have to say to people

has been dying to open a coffee shop and

every season publishers release a new wave of

who think, “Book stores are closing

bookstore combo. “We talked about it and

books, so their selection will turn over just as

As an added perk, our new local bookshop is

all across the country, and you’d be

decided to dive in,” Matt says, and the whole

you make your way through what’s down there.

run by the right people (who also serve some

mad to open one”?

thing came together in a mere six weeks. “It’s

You don’t need a chain-store powertable telling

of the best coffee this side of Canada). After

It’s no secret that the industry is changing.

been a bit of a whirlwind.”

you “what’s hot,” you need a nice coffee in your

It’s not so much that people are buying fewer

hand as you browse backcovers and opening

books, but that they’re buying them in different

Finally, us book nerds can get
our hands on a copy of Quill &

without driving halfway across
town to some industrial park.

chatting with Matt Howse, it’s clear he knows
as much about the book industry as anyone

Any naysayers about the viability of bookstores

lines in a locally owned and passionately run

ways (on Amazon, for example). There was

(including Seth’s real name), and it’s quite

these days should know about Broken Books’

place like Broken Books. As Matt says, of

a great article in the Globe and Mail recently

refreshing – hell, exciting – to talk publishers

wildly successful first day on April 23rd. The

independent bookstores, “They’re wonderful

about a few Canadian bookstores that have

and CanLit with a real live downtown

store was basically gutted. Surely, in a town

places where you can surround yourself with

opened up in the past decade (in the midst of

bookseller again.

revered nationally for its vibrant literary scene,

knowledge, stories, and great people.” Indeed

the perceived “decline of the book”) and are

we can all agree to support and cherish Broken

you can here. Broken Books is situated in one

doing quite well. It’s about creativity, bringing in

Matt is the brother of Jon Howse, who co-owns

Books? We also live in a Big Boxstore Culture,

of the funkiest retail spaces in town, with a

good titles, and being passionate and informed

Fixed Coffee & Baking upstairs, along with

and often forget about the perks of specialized

great sitting area.

about the inventory.

PHOTO BY JOEL UPSHALL

SHOP PORTRAIT
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Is combining the bookshop with the cafe

some of the most beautiful books you will ever

17

a way to make it more than a bookstore

see. They use an old-school printing press (like

What’s your favourite Book? I’ve got about 25-30

and better able to thrive?

Marnie Parsons at Running the Goat in Tors

favourites books, but Randall Maggs’s Night Work: The Sawchuk

I’m confident that books can be viable on their

Cove) and all hand-made paper. The texture

Poems is the only one I’ve ever read cover-to-cover four times.

own in St. John’s, but having the coffee and the

of their covers and pages is unreal, and they

seating helps to create the kind of vibe we’d like

publish great content. The thing is, their stuff

to have. You know, “Come in, grab a coffee, have

isn’t available at Chapters. We’re stocking a

Will you be selling anything other than

A character or scene from a

a chat, and stay a while. Thinking about a book

book of poetry from Gaspereau called This Way

books and magazines and the coffees/

book that’s stuck with you?

or magazine? Well, what are you into? Let’s

Out by Carmine Starnino, who’s one of the best

baked goods? Or will you be focussing

A few years ago, I had the chance to spend

see if we can find something that fits.”

poets in Canada right now. Broken Books will

exclusively on those things?

Christmas in Zurich, where James Joyce is

be the only place in St. John’s where you could

We hope to have a large selection of home

buried. I’d brought a copy of Dubliners with

What kind of magazines will

get a book like that. Similarly, we’ve brought

coffee-brewing supplies as well as bags of

me, and brought it to the cemetery and read

you be carrying?

in some more obscure work from well-known

coffee beans and teas. Also keep your eyes

one of my favourite stories, “The Dead,” at

I’m sure this will be an evolving thing, but

authors that you might not find anywhere else.

open for coffee cupping nights (tastings) and

his grave. I read the last little bit aloud, and

right now we’re stocking more than forty

Chapters might have On the Road and East of

home coffee-brewing classes.

as I got to the end the sky clouded over and it

magazine titles, all of which are Canadian.

Eden, but what about Vanity of Dolouz and The

started to snow, and the story ends with “the

We’ve got some beautiful art content like

Log From the Sea of Cortez? That said, we’re

What’s been the hardest part of

Border Crossings and Canadian Art as well

not going to avoid something just because

getting the store up and opened?

faintly falling, like the descent of their last end,

as lots of literary stuff like Quill and Quire,

you can get it at Chapters. We’ve got a bunch

I’ve been teaching in Baie Verte all year,

upon all the living and the dead.” Those lines

The New Quarterly, and The Malahat Review.

of Joseph Boyden’s work, we’ll have things

so it’s been a bit of a challenge getting all the

stuck with me before, but being there, looking

We’ve got the Walrus and Canadian Notes and

from Michael Crummey and Lisa Moore. The

groundwork done from afar. Thankfully, Jon and

down at his headstone and the little statue of

Queries, and things like Owl and Chickadee for

bottom line is we’ve got to be a bookstore for

Greg have been through it all before and have

him alongside, and seeing the snow falling and

the kids. We’ll have some architecture/design

downtown St. John’s, so we can’t skimp out

been barrels of help. There have been lots of late

collecting around the cemetery just gave me

titles, some fashion, and something called The

on good books just because we’re afraid to

nights, too. Teaching is more than a 9-to-5 job

chills. It’s almost like he knew, years before,

compete with the big boys, because we’re not.

as it is, so throw in getting a business off the

that I would someday be there doing that at

ground and things get pretty crazy.

that very moment.

Socialist Worker to round it all out.
What kinds of books are you focussing on?

Tell us about these “hand-brewed

We’re not really focusing on anything per se,

coffees and teas” you’ll be serving.

other than bringing in good books that are

Broken Books will be a place for brewed coffee

well-made and just as good to hold and look

lovers to slow down and try some beautiful

at as they are to read. My favourite books are

hand-brewed coffees. We won’t be serving

the ones that aren’t just works of literary art,

lattes and cappuccinos. Every coffee at Broken

but works of visual art as well. We’ll have kids’

Books will be ground and brewed to order.

books, poetry, art books, fiction/non-fiction,

We’ll be offering two different kinds of pour-

a nice little politics/philosophy section, and a

over coffees (v60 and Bonavita immersion) as

bunch of epic-type stuff out of Scandinavia.

well as French press and siphon. We’ll have

We’ll have a fantastic selection of cookbooks,

several coffees from Anchored (Dartmouth,

too. The best in the province.

NS) available all the time, and some of the
best roasters in the world will make guest

How do you see yourself as a distinct

appearances. Our teas will be from Rishi Tea

independent bookstore if compared to

and will be served in glass pots.

others. Or why should an avid reader
shop at Broken Books instead of a

And what kind of baked goods will you

chain like Chapters?

be selling? Any lunch type options?

The biggest difference between us and

To start we’ll be offering aromatic

Chapters will be our shelving books from

shortbreads, like rosewater and pistachio,

smaller publishers that are either under-

and the occasional cake. We’re also

represented there or whose

considering pies! We’ll leave

books aren’t available

the lunches to Fixed. If you

at Chapters at all.

were to bring your bagel

Gaspereau Press for

sandwich downstairs,

example, in Kentville

though, you wouldn’t be

Nova Scotia, makes

turned away from a seat.

snow falling faintly through the universe and
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RESTAURANT PORTRAIT

Mohamad Ali’s:
The Hardest Fought
Restaurant Success Story
in Our City’s History.
The story of Ali’s new

night. It would seem that those four years – a

restaurant starts with a

miserable stretch of time long enough to break

war in Iraq and ends in
Newfoundland hospitality.
Ali’s father, Hussein Al Haijaa, was a
Palestinian refugee in Iraq, where he ran
a coffee shop and worked long and hard

most men – only strengthened Ali’s resolve
to try it all again, once another country took
him in. That tenacity is certainly something
he brought with him to St. John’s. After four
long years, Haijaa was granted refugee status
in Canada, but separated from his family
members who were sent to Sweden and the

to support his family. Watching his father

United States. “They said you’re going to St.

instilled a strong work ethic in Ali, alongside a

John’s, I said, where is St. John’s? They said in

phenomenal entrepreneurial spirit and passion

Newfoundland. I thought Newfoundland was

for quality food. After his father’s unexpected

in Europe. I said Okay, I’ll go. Doesn’t matter.

death, Ali and his brother – both quite young –

After four years I was really skinny, no food , no

started a small food table at an outdoor food

good water. So, I came to St. John’s.”

market in Iraq, selling hummus and pastries
and pizzas, applying the talents and traits

At twenty-five years of age, Ali enrolled in

they’d learned from watching their father.

English classes here in St. John’s, while
working three part-time jobs to support

Impressively, after just six months, they’d

himself. One of these jobs was in The

managed to make enough money to start

Telegram’s mailroom, sorting flyers, which

a restaurant. It was a true success story of

is where he met Mohamad El Bakri in 2008.

two brothers making a living for themselves,

Mohamad was a young Palestinian refugee

together, with their own two hands. And then

from Lebanon. “He told me about his life

the bombs fell. Their business was quashed as

and his history, and I said we should make a

quickly as it began by the 2003 invasion of Iraq

business for ourselves because we worked

by American military forces. Baghdad, where

too hard for ten dollars an hour.” At the time,

Ali’s operation was set up, was facing full-on

El Bakri needed money to put himself through

air strikes. Fearing for their safety during the

engineering school at MUN, and Ali, now

fall of Saddam Hussein, the brothers fled to a

married since landing here, had a child on the

refugee camp in Jordan, with their mother
and sister, leaving their successful

PHOTO BY JOEL UPSHALL

FOOD
IN DEMAND

entrepreneurial endeavour
behind.

Mohamad Ali’s ran out
of food on the day they
opened. And again on
the second day.

way to support. So, now you understand why
the restaurant is called Mohamad Ali’s – it’s
their names combined. But it was an ominous
name: the two were about to face a fight with
as many rounds and blows as even the real

Ali spent the next four

Muhammad Ali ever had to endure.

years of his life in a refugee
camp, with virtually nothing
to do, waiting to be taken
in by a country. He’s said the

sandstorms were worse than
snowstorms, and he rarely left his tent,
to avoid the heat of the sun or the cold of the

Their union made perfect sense. They had the
drive, the motive, the money. Ali had a decade’s
experience as a cook, and Mohamad had the
managerial and accounting skills. Given the
lack of Middle Eastern food here, and the
demand for healthy alternatives to fast food

Entrepreneurs
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fare, their likelihood of success was large.

cord would pose – even though Ali offered

in the city’s history. “Business ownership is

But after nearly a year of preparing to open

to suspend the cord. The list of challenges

an impossible feat to attempt alone,” says

a restaurant, the bank rejected their plan,

doesn’t even end there – the two would

Bloomquist. “It takes an incredible team to

citing the volatile nature of new restaurants

propose a solution, and the city would shoot

develop and run a restaurant successfully

successfully establishing themselves. So the

it down. Even after the city was petitioned by

and a supportive community to keep it

two made plans for a food truck downtown.

a considerable number of late-night drinkers

afloat. Ali has been an integral member

They tried to do exactly what Ali had done

asking for access to their healthy food.

of The Sprout team, a culinary ninja, and a

before – start small, like the table he had

dearly loved friend to all who work alongside

at the market in Iraq, and move on up to

The whole ordeal put the duo in debt and

him. For years,” she says, “Ali had dreams of

a restaurant. In 2010, they bought a top-

without a chance at opening their food truck.

opening his own restaurant. After a series

quality food truck; it was one that even a city

Their fruitless battle lasted a very long time,

of setbacks, the opportunity arose to pay

inspector said was so top-quality he wished

and was another failure of St. John’s to

forward the support I had received as a new

the other trucks in town would come by and

demonstrate logic, on a case-to-case basis,

business owner to Ali in a very tangible way:

see theirs. It was looking good, they were

for a simple and solvable problem. When the

the use of The Sprout space after hours to

ready to go, and then the city repeatedly shot

plan of starting small (a food truck) to build up

serve late-night food. There’s ample room

down every plan they made. Despite the fact

to a restaurant proved to be a nightmare, Ali

for camaraderie between businesses in St.

their inspector called the truck the kind he

once again found himself slinging reputably

John’s. Encouraging genuine and hardworking

wished all vendors had, and despite the fact

good foods at a farmer’s market. And his

people, like Ali, to pursue business can only

they acquired their certifications, insured

falafels, in particular, were a hit and growing

enrich and diversify our community.”

the truck, and invested close to $25,000 of

in demand.

personal credit from their banks, and wanted

And the rest is legendary. For years, mobs

to offer St. John’s something healthier than

At this point, between working his many

of hungry late-nighters swarmed The Sprout

deep-fried fries and hot dogs – they were not

jobs, his food truck failures, and raising his

Restaurant for Ali’s delicious, thick, and

able to do so.

family, he was getting only a few hours sleep

thoroughly satisfying falafels. As of this spring,

a night. But he knew his food was a hit. He

Ali’s finally gotten his restaurant opened,

Unlike the other trucks, that only use propane

knew he had regulars, supporters, and Ali’s

and it’s an instant hit. In fact, he ran out of

tanks to cook their goods, Mohamad and

spirit – truly unbreakable – took flight again,

food within hours of opening. And again on

Ali would require refrigeration for meat and

with the help of The Sprout Restaurant’s

the second day. St. John’s finally has access

cheese. They had a refrigerator, but no way to

owners. The Sprout’s Julia Bloomquist has

to proper schwarma, shish kabob, shish

power it. Newfoundland Power told them to

been supporting Ali since he’s been here.

taouk, falafels, baklava as well as other legit

have a service mass installed so they could

“The Sprout’s owners supported me in the

vegan and multicultural foods. Diversifying

meter off a pole on the sidewalk. The city

beginning,” Ali says. “When I came to St.

local cuisine with true multicultural foods is

objected, however, maintaining the setup

John’s I couldn’t speak any English except,

something of a quest for Ali.

would make it difficult to move the truck for

like, How are you? Good, thank you.” He

snowclearing in winter. Mohamad and Ali said

waves his hands for emphasis, “no more than

He cites the restaurant as the very reason

they’d happily clear all the snow from around

that. I started working at The Sprout and

he didn’t give up in that refugee camp in

the truck themselves, but the city was firm

they taught me everything. This is cucumber,

Jordan. He saw this day coming, he stuck

about it. So the duo solved that problem by

this is lettuce, this is olives, this is tomatoes.

to it, and he could not have worked harder

looking into using a generator to keep the

They know I have experience. When I work, I

to make it happen. And Ali’s story doesn’t

fridge running (like so many food trucks use)

work really fast,” he says, one hand making

end here. Running the restaurant represents

but were told the noise pollution wouldn’t be

the motions of a knife dicing veggies, “so

the first step toward fulfilling his dream to

okay. Despite the fact they’d be on George

they like me. But I have a big family, I support

open multiple locations, so as to bring his

Street, where loud music would wash

everyone, so I needed to make something

family members — the ones who ended up

out the sound.

to help me help them.”

in Sweden and in the United States — to St.
John’s. It’s a reasonable goal, considering, for

It was then that the lovely owners of The

Julia Bloomquist of The Sprout confirms she

example, Sun Sushi’s successful opening of

Sprout Restaurant stepped in to help. Ali had

knew he could do something good, for the

a second restaurant on Stavenger Drive, and

been working in their kitchen for years, and

city’s food culture, if she could support him

if anyone can make it happen, he can. If you

The Sprout offered to share their electricity

in the way our municipal government could

haven’t been, go. The food is good because Ali

with them, by running an extension cord out

not. When the city shut down the idea of a

applies a simple lesson to his operation – one

to the truck. There was a loading zone the two

Mohamad Ali food truck, Julia let Ali sling

he learned from his father. If he

could use to park after hours. But again, the

his goods from her restaurant, after hours,

doesn’t like a recipe, he won’t

city cited reasons to red light their operation,

several nights a week, in what is one of the

serve it. He’ll tweak it until it’s

such as the tripping hazard the extension

nicest stories of one business helping another

something he himself loves.
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Fixed, Rocket,
and Mallard
Keeping Quality
and Class in
Their Coffee
The Perks of Direct Trade
vs. Fair Trade Coffee

much has changed in
the specialty coffee
industry.

DIRECT
TRADE: A concept
more of us need to
know about,
clearly.

“The guaranteed minimum price that Fair
Trade enforces is also a guaranteed maximum:
it is a set price. In times when the world

WAKING UP IN THE CITY

WITH

A Tale of Two
Libraries

JACOB ALLDERDICE
But times change, and
today where the Gosling
library was, in City
Hall, is a chip shop.

coffee market is booming, Fair Trade certified
farmers get left behind.” Citing God in a Cup by

A letter to the editor in The

Very nice chips, too. The city library

Michaele Weissman, Howse says that in 2007,

Telegram a few weeks ago

today is housed in the dank recesses of

Fair Trade was the lowest priced coffee in the

put the case very clearly:

world. Today, Direct Trade coffee roasters,
such as Anchored Coffee in Dartmouth NS

It’s not uncommon for an editor to miss or add

(who supply Fixed Coffee, Broken Books, and

a factual error in an article, as was the case in

Mallard Cottage) pay between $3.00 and $6.00/

the April issue of The Overcast, when this paper

pound USD directly to the farmer. Rocket

erroneously stated that Fixed Coffee & Baking

Bakery’s Phil & Sebastian coffee is also Direct

were noble for serving Fair Trade coffee. What

Trade.“Not only is Direct Trade more fair in

is uncommon these days, is coming across

financial terms,” Howse says, “it also supports

a company that favours quality product and

the development of quality because it is based

dignity of operation over saving a buck. Such is

on a scoring system. The better the coffee

the case with Fixed Coffee & Baking who do not,

tastes, the higher the price.”

in fact, serve Fair Trade coffee, opting instead to
serve Direct Trade, a concept more of us need to

As Dean Petty from Anchored Coffee puts

know about, clearly.

it, “Direct Trade just makes sense. There is
a direct incentive for farmers to produce better

“Back in the 1990s,” Fixed co-owner Jon

coffee. We basically get samples, cup them,

Howse says, “ when world coffee prices

score the coffee, and our score goes back

plummeted to astounding lows ($0.45/pound

to the farmer and the price of the coffee is

USD), an organization formed that sought to

set. The difference between an 84 and an 87

protect poor farmers with a certification of a

(out of 100) could be something as simple as

guaranteed minimum price for coffee: $1.27/

getting the coffee out of the sun at the right

pound USD. This certification is known as Fair

time. The score drastically affects price. With

Trade. In 2013 the price of Fair Trade coffee

Fair Trade, cupping scores are not taken into

was $1.40/lb.” While Jon agrees Fair Trade

account, coffees are put in a Fair Trade pile,

has done “great work” over the last twenty

and if you are lucky, sorted by region. Working

years, in protecting farmers from going bust

closely with farms not only gets the farmer the

in a volatile world coffee market, he also

best price for coffee, but makes farmers better

points out that, since the outset of Fair Trade,

at growing and roasters better at roasting.”

in the battle for downtown
moxie between St John’s and
Halifax, St John’s has lost.

the Arts and Culture Centre, out by the
parkway. Nice place, lots of parking. You
can also visit the library on Torbay road, in
a shopping mall. There’s another branch
library in a mall out on Topsail Road. Nice
places. Lots of parking.

The letter, by local architect Jim Case,
addressed several issues, but the

Is it the case that “lots of parking” is

comment about Halifax was triggered

today more important than a place

by the fact that Halifax has a new

where people can walk to, downtown, in

public library (on a former downtown

any kind of weather, to find a favourite

parking lot) that’s on everyone’s list of

Charles Dickens book and some solitude

remarkable buildings to see in 2014.

to enjoy it in? A place your kids can go
and safely lose themselves? What is it

St John’s does not. In fact, our city

that Halifax knows that St John’s does

has no library downtown at all,

not? What is it we used to know?

something that will baffle any visitor
to Fogtown who wanders the streets

A couple years back a citizen’s

looking for somewhere to take a load

committee was struck to look into

off for a few minutes, somewhere out

the prospects for a library downtown.

of the rain and wind, somewhere you

It seems the committee soon found

don’t have to buy something in order
to dwell for a short time.
It’s incomprehensible, all the more so
when cast in relief against what Halifax
has accomplished.
Oh, we used to have a library
downtown. The original public library
was in the building most of us know
as the former Newfoundland Museum.

itself hauled up on the shoals of hard
reality however, and disbanded. The
reality is that the public library system
is provincially funded, and, not to put
too fine a point on it, places where folks
can go, for free, to be warm in winter or
cool in summer, to peruse a magazine,
for free, to use a free computer or
inexpensive printer, to freely wander,
sit, or stay for as long as they like,
without paying for a thing, well, if it’s
provincially funded you’re not going

The Gosling Memorial Library, as it was

to see much

called, was constructed in memory of

of that, are

a former St John’s mayor in 1936 and

you?

consisted initially of 4,000 volumes.
Eventually it moved into a wing of the

Unless your

new St John’s City Hall, which was on

province is

everyone’s list of remarkable buildings

Nova Scotia,

to see ... back in 1970.

perhaps.
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It’s been observed that the livable cities of

streets of snow under current conditions.

Europe, bustling and safe, must have been

If you desire greater density you cease

Blame the Driver
not the Destination

planned after observing the failure of North

approving new developments with stipulated

American sprawl. A few of the brighter lights

parking minimums and move to maximums.

at St. John’s City Hall grasp the economic and

There is no sense erecting a ten story tower if

environmental necessity of increased urban

you are going to have to sacrifice an adjacent

Todd Perrin wants to be known

density. Somehow, though, the fact that

lot to provide parking. 1-1=0

WITH

parking spaces decrease density is beyond

as a chef and publican rather

their ken. That parking spaces cock up water

There are olde tyme townies and

than an urban development

retention and runoff is known and ignored.

brownbaggers, of all ages, who believe they

visionary, but he’s as close as

That they are ugly is plain. The congestion

should still enjoy the privilege of parking

Mr. Perrin wisely saw that creating parking for

they cause is either overlooked or is too

the pickup truck they drive-to-convince-

his Mallard Cottage in Quidi Vidi would deface

complicated for Council to fathom.

themselves-they-are-handy at the curb in

we come to the latter in St.
John’s these days. Todd had the

front of Parker and Monroe or The Big Six.

the place, one shaped organically, before the

good sense and taste to build a

invention of the automobile. Besides, Mallard

Water St., Duckworth St. and Kings Bridge Rd.

business, a restaurant, without

Cottage is a restaurant and sometimes public

are often at capacity. More parking will merely

house, people will be having a few drinks so

increase the load. With the approval of more

Political grandstanding confused the issue

it is only prudent they come and go by taxi.

parking garages downtown the challenge of

in Quidi Vidi. The matter of Mallard Cottage

the blight of parking.

They want to live in a town, not a city.

(Better still, they walk, a prospect that would

not being able to find a space will be replaced

patrons parking in villager’s private spots

Parking spaces, stacked or side-by-side, are

be much more pleasant were there fewer

by that of being stuck in traffic getting to and

is nothing to do with the larger concerns of

lifeless. People store their vehicle and leave

speeding cars on the narrow roads of the

from them. (If you want existential nightmares

development but a specific problem of lazy

the area. There’s a reason so many scenes of

village.) That’s city living folks, you don’t get

consider deeply that 8% of traffic consists of

arseholes and their cars that can easily be

menace in movies occur in parking garages,

to park your gas-guzzling, carbon spewing

vehicles cruising for parking.) This in a city

solved with a tow truck.

they’re dispiriting and spooky dead zones.

chariot right next to your destination.

that cannot adequately maintain or clear the

Car Sharing is the New Buying
BY SHARON HO

Imagine having access to a car

Smellie. “Being

24/7 without needing to own

a member of a

it. CarShare NL proposes to

Visit CarShare NL
on Facebook &
Twitter!
(CarShareNL)

car share would also
mean I wouldn’t have to cope with

provide this service with a car

the responsibilities and all the costs

share program in St. John’s.

of owning a car.”

CarShare is an alternative to owning a car,

Car sharing programs exist in twenty-five

when a person doesn’t need one for daily use.
According to the CAA, owning and maintaining
a car costs about $8,000 annually. Car sharing
appeals to people who don’t want to buy that
first or second car, but need a car for occasional
use, such as buying groceries or going to visit
family in the Goulds. Sarah Smellie is one of
those people. “It’s expensive to own a car and
I’d rather use that money elsewhere,” says

Canadian cities. According to Navigant
Research, approximately 1.8 million people
were members of car share programs in
twenty-seven countries across five continents
in 2012. The global car sharing market
revenue is predicted to be $6 billion in 2020.
CarShare NL (Disclosure: I’m a board
member) is a non-profit organization

that wants to provide car sharing in St.

and the other

John’s. People can join by paying a refundable

ones have their

deposit, then a monthly rental fee, and an

normal Saturday

hourly rental rate. The rate covers the cost of

stuff. We don’t get

insurance, maintenance, and gas. Members

to the volleyball

can book a car online for a specific period

tournament

of time, and then go pick up the car from its

because there’s no

designated parking spot. The car would be

practical way to get

returned to the same spot. Parking spots can

the other child to

be anywhere – in a neighbourhood, in a condo

his drumming lesson or the other to her violin

parking lot, or store parking lot.

lesson. So at those times, car sharing would
come in really handy.” CarShare NL is aiming

Parking and traffic congestion are problematic

to be up and running in 2015.

in St. John’s. Car sharing can mean fewer cars
on the road thereby reducing the need for
parking space and reducing traffic. According
to a survey, close to one hundred people
are interested in joining CarShare NL. Scott
Morton-Ninomiya is one of those people.
Morton-Ninomiya and his family already have
a car, but can’t afford to buy a second one.
“I have a family of five going in all different

Bike • Skate • Scooter
7 Lemarchant Road • St. John’s, NL

directions,” said Morton-Ninomiya who lives

(709)738-6222 or cychoticbikes@gmail.com

in the east end of St. John’s. “There are times

WWW. CYC HOT I C BI KE S . CA

when one kid has a volleyball tournament
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STRAIGHT UP
WITH MEGHAN MCCABE

of treatment with
prison sentences.
Perhaps to our

Criminalizing
the Vulnerable:
Cracks in our
System

detriment, as many

“He was brilliant. Brilliant.”

problem, which lawyer Dawson sees all

appear and reappear in Provincial
Court.
When Taylor went to
court for sentencing, there was one glaring

Tracy Adamson does not speak of her son
Taylor in the past tense because he has died.
She speaks in the past tense because mental
illness has so dramatically altered her son.
Taylor Mitchell was 21 in January, when
he chased his father and stepmother with
a running chainsaw at his grandparents’
home off Thorburn Road. Taylor put away the
chainsaw, but continued to threaten and attack
two people he loves. They had to call the police.
It happened just days after Taylor was released
from psychiatric care at the Waterford Hospital.
In court, his legal aid lawyer, Joan Dawson,
said he spent 221 days in care since he was 18.
Taylor had an appointment with his psychiatrist
the day after the incident.

BY LAUREN POWER
He had no home, and Judge Jim Walsh could

Penitentiary, were he stayed for 106 days.
“He’s not a criminal. He’s been diagnosed with
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. And I just
feel that Eastern Health has failed my son.”
Tracy Adamson said her son was always well
liked, known by many as “Peanut,” but now
he’s a shell of his former self. And 106 days in
H.M.P. – where inmates transfer into the care of
the pen’s psychiatrist, and out of the care of their
own – has made him worse, in Tracy’s eyes.

place for someone with mental
health or addictions issues. Yet
we seem to make up for a lack

visually impaired and just over two years
ago began working with a seeing eye dog
named Cheryl,” says Gamberg. “When I
met Cheryl for the first time and watched
how she and my mother operated as one,
I sighed a huge sigh of relief. I thought
to myself, finally Mom will be able to
move through this city without the risk of
an accident or being hit by a car.” Then,
December hit and the snow came. “It didn’t
take long for the sidewalks to become
unusable mounds of rocky snow and Mom
and Cheryl were forced to walk in the

options: his family couldn’t take him in given his

Maybe you take the bus and you’ve been

Guide dogs are trained to keep their

mental state, and no shelter could take him –

forced to stand next to that sad painted-

handler out of traffic, and it was obvious

due to limited space, his age, or his record.

yellow tire rim that’s being used as an

to Kerry and her mother that the guide

Dawson says they often end up homeless.

ersatz bus stop down on Harbour Drive.

dog could not function when forced into

Housing they can afford tends to be with slum

Maybe you’re a runway garbage truck. In

traffic, and in fact became very stressed.

landlords, in situations not at all conducive to

any case, you’ve been officially over winter

“Leading Mom into traffic fundamentally

rehabilitation.

since about two months ago. However,

contradicts Cheryl’s training and role as a

one St. John’s resident turned a Facebook

guide dog. So, ultimately, my mother had

gripe into the biggest protest on the

two options as a visually impaired person:

biggest issue of the season.

remain housebound throughout the winter,

lost his home – and his social assistance
income – when he was incarcerated. He had few

In court, the crown attorney pointed to
Taylor’s history of non-compliance with his
medications and substance abuse issues,

streets with the traffic.”

or leave town for a more accessible city,”
“Frankly, I was really tired of getting upset

says Gamberg. “She spent that first winter

at my kitchen table,” says Kerry Gamberg,

housebound, and this past winter away,

whose Facebook group “TAKE BACK THE

staying with family.” Upon returning in

SIDEWALKS & STREETS OF ST. JOHN’S!”

mid-March, she has not been able to walk

spawned several far-reaching protests

from her home, as the sidewalks remain

Judge Walsh sentenced Taylor to time served,

this winter. “One morning, I just woke

impassable. “I know there are many, many

and released him on probation, with the

up and created an event on Facebook,

people in this city who find themselves

condition his probation officer approve his

basically just to gauge interest. I wanted

housebound throughout the winter.”

housing situation.

to know how many people out there were

another complication often seen in such
cases. They asked for a longer prison

Walsh said the case “exposed a hole in the
system, and hopefully someone will be paying
attention. It’s really, really atrocious. And it
says a lot about how individuals with serious
mental illnesses, how can they function in the
community without appropriate supports?”
said Dawson. “Until people are willing to march

as frustrated as myself and my family

Following a season of record levels

were. Within twenty-four hours, several

of snowfall (and complaints), an

hundred people had joined. The message

independent review of the city’s snow

was loud and clear. People are more than

clearing efforts is planned for spring.

just upset. People are getting hurt. People

The review is expected to examine time

are losing income. People are suffering

of operations, the size of the current

from anxiety and depression and they are

snowclearing fleet, current routes,

attributing it to not being able to leave their

and whether

houses safely.”

or not snow

and demand that there be better housing for
the mentally ill, it’s not going to happen.”

aspects of the system will tell you
the same thing: a prison is no

of concern for her mother. “My mother is

Maybe you’re a driver.
Maybe you’re a pedestrian.

not release Taylor without an address. Taylor

sentence.

Instead, he was taken to Her Majesty’s

Indeed, people who work in many

the time.

MISSION:
IMPASSABLE
One Resident
Takes it to the
Streets for
Snowclearing

in mid-March
Gamberg never considered herself to be

can reasonably

an activist – just average and opinionated,

be called
“unexpected.”

“I just feel that

Taylor has found a place to live. But

like most people. However, she was driven

Eastern Health has

he – and the system – still face an

to act on the issue of snow removal out

failed my son”

uphill struggle.
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The
townie
Crossword
May townie cross

SUZANNE FAITH SLOCUM-GORI
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ACROSS
4. Name of the popular local May
24th campground that sounds like
Margarine Bucket.
6. Nickname for the small harbour
entrance of Quidi Vidi.
7. Mark McCrowe recently won this
Food Network TV Show. (Hint: go
read the cover story.)
8. Craig Young and this guitar virtuoso
(first name, Duane) recently won
an ECMA.
DOWN
1. Last name of the local 		
comedian whose Toyota Corolla
was destroyed by a runaway 		
garbage truck this winter. Matt who?
2. It’s looking like Frank Coleman will
be our next premier. He recently
took flack for being anti-(what?)
3. You’d go to this downtown store
for all your hiking, camping, 		
kayaking, and other outdoor needs.
5. A legendary local journalist passed
away in April, John who?

JUNE.28+29.2014

PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

Across

Down

4. Name of the popular local May 24th campground that
sounds like Margarine Bucket.
AND NOW YOU KNOW

1. Last name of the local comedian whose Toyota
S IXdestroyed by a runaway garbage truck this
Corolla was
Shewho?
married
winter. Matt

6. Nickname for the small harbour entrance of Quidi Vidi.

MOKSHA YOGA
st. john’s

7. Mark McCrowe recently won this Food Network TV
Show. (Hint: go read the cover story.)

her cousin.
2. It's looking
like Frank Coleman will be our next
premiere. He recently took flack for being anti-(what?)

8. Craig Young and this guitar virtuoso (first name,
Duane) recently won an ECMA.

3. You'd go to this downtown store for all your hiking,
She was the subject of
camping, kayaking, and other outdoor needs.

THE ILLUMINATION OF DISCERNMENT

Ten Facts about the
Lady Who Gave Us
May 24th Weekend

F IVE

TWIST, BIND+BALANCE//SAT.JUNE.28//12PM-3PM

TEN
We celebrate Victoria Day in Canada because
Queen Victoria was in power when the Dominion
of Canada was founded in 1867.

THERAPEUTICS//SUN.JUNE.29//10AM-1PM

NINE
Like us, she enjoyed a good drink on her birthday,
particularly a “Vin Mariani.” One of its main
ingredients is cocaine.

$100-BOTH SATURDAY AND SUNDAY WORKSHOPS //$60-WORKSHOPS INDIVIDUALLY

FOR DETAILED WORKSHOP OUTLINE VISIT: MOKSHAYOGASTJOHNS.COM
FOR VIP MEMBERS
10% STUDENTS+SENIORS
OFF

SPACE IS
LIMITED

REGISTER ONLINE OR IN STUDIO

FOLLOW MYSJ ON

709.753.0206

EIGHT
Queen Victoria is famous for having had the longest
reign ever as a female in monarchy (almost 64
years). Her reign was so long she has an era named
after her, The Victorian Era.
S E VE N
She spoke only German until age three.

After her husband died in December 1861, she’s
said to have worn black every day for the rest of her
reign, in perpetual mourning. (Although, come 1870,
rumour has it she and her butler had a thing.)
TH R EE
Many credit her for the notion that wedding dresses
ought to be white. Hers was. So has basically
everyone’s since.
TW O
John Kinder Labatt, founder of Labatt Brewery, is
responsible for the “May 2-4” concept of making this
long weekend a boozy party, and official Canadian
holiday, to celebrate the coming of summer, even
after the reign of Victoria.
ON E
She was the first monarch to live
in Buckingham palace.

ANSWERS ACROSS: 4 - Butterpot 6 - Gut 7 - Chopped 8 - Andrews DOWN: 1 - Wright 2 - Abortion 3 - Outfitters 5 - Furlong

RHYMING THE RHYTHMS:

at least seven assassination attempts.

5. A legendary local journalist passed away in April,
John who?
F OU R
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So Much on the Go with Mark McCrowe

Chopped
Champion!

PHOTO BY JOEL UPSHALL

Mark Recently Won
The Food Network’s
Highly Competitive
Chopped Canada
Competition.

He owned two restaurants by

competition between courses. The real catch

“Wokkey Night in Canada.” Mark in fact

standards,” Mark says. “But when you own two

age thirty, he’s won the highly

is that one of their assigned ingredients tends

started cooking because of the guy.

restaurants, it goes quick. I’m the type to put

competitive television show,

to be a totally wacky ingredient, or one that
clashes with other items on the assigned list.

Chopped Canada, The Food

back into my business so most of it was spent
“It’s true, he’s the man. He was actually my

on things for the restaurants.” Though he “of

first inspiration to start cooking. I bought

course saved a little for myself to celebrate.”

Network’s You Gotta Eat Here

“Chopped is more intense than it even looks,”

my first wok and cleaver at Magic Wok on

just featured his restaurant,

Mark says. “Thinking on my feet in a kitchen

Duckworth Street, and would test run my

If you’re unaware of the two restaurants Mark

comes naturally for me, so the real challenges

recipes on the family a few times a week. Me

owns downtown, they’re truly among the

for me were not knowing where things were

and my bro would watch him all the time. I

finest: Aqua on Water Street, and The Club on

new book coming out later this

in their kitchen, and trying to work under the

remember having a stack of VHS tapes at

Duckworth. “Both restaurants are a reflection

month. 2014 has been the year of

pressure of cooking in a studio environment

Mom’s with every episode taped off, as well

of a side of my personality,” he says. “Aqua is

for the first time.” It also didn’t help that he

as things like The Urban Pheasant. If anything

my more refined side. Though casual, it has

was presenting those rushed dishes to three

food related came on TV, I was trigger happy

a bit of class without being pretentious. It’s

highly respected judges. “They don’t give you

to hit record.” Like Yan, McCrowe is a stir-fry

heavy on fresh seafood and has a fun, creative

much to make it an easy cooking experience,

guy. “Asian food has always been a favourite

menu with lots of nostalgic twists from

but it’s a rush and I like that when cooking.”

of mine. I still make stir frys all the time. It’s

things I’ve experienced in my life.” He’s likely

my go to at home throughout the week.”

referring to such menu items as the mustard

The Club, and he has a stunning

McCrowe. Feeling like a slacker
by comparison?
For those of you who haven’t seen the show,
Chopped is perhaps the most intense culinary
competition on TV. Four chefs have to prepare

As a long-time fan of cooking shows, being on

pickle mash incorporated into the roasted cod

several courses for a highly critical jury, but

a show like Chopped was simply something he

It’s easy to understand then, why his Chopped

dish (which also includes Mt. Scio dressing).

the catch is the show’s two twists: a ticking

had to try and do himself when the opportunity

Canada win felt doubly good. “Watching

There’s also an app called Jigg’s Dinner

clock and a curveball ingredient. After being

knocked. “I figured I couldn’t live with myself

cooking shows has been an addiction since

Cromequis with Mudder’s Pickles.

presented with a list of four or five ingredients

if I didn’t go for it.” McCrowe’s love of cooking

my early teens. To be on something like that

that their dish has to include, the chefs are

shows goes right back to his childhood,

was extra surreal because I’ve always

The Club, he says, represents “the other side

given a mere 20-30 minutes to scurry and

and one show in particular that many of us

put myself in those shoes.”

of my personality. It’s super casual there.

hurry and prepare something good enough to

remember fondly – Wok with Yan, aka, the guy

make it to the next round – whoever makes

whose apron always had a different pun on it

The winner of Chopped Canada receives

familiar, with big hardy portions. It’s a fun

the least impressive dish is “chopped” from the

every show, like “Wok on the Wild Side” and

$10,000. “A lot of money by anyone’s

place to have a few drinks, some great food,

The food is really high quality but also very

Cover Story
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good tunes, and you can really be yourself.

intense training that I was really drawn to.”

It’s really dressed down but has a classic feel

But at the time he was studying, St. John’s

at the same time.” What he was too humble

was not home to the vibrant food culture it

to say was that it’s also probably the best

is today. It’s curious, then, that he decided

steak house in town, certainly home to the

to move back home anyway. “After studying

best fries and onion rings, and has a fabulous

in Vancouver I was moving up the ranks at a

raw seafood bar, and house-made pork

really great boutique hotel with a really great

sausages as well.

Chef, Frank Dodd. I knew it would be easier for

25

me to stay there or work for other great Chefs
On April 26 of this year, The Food Network’s

abroad to make money and excel in my career,

show, You Gotta Eat Here, profiled The Club,

but there was something in me that wanted

landing Mark on Food TV for a second time

to come home and bring Newfoundlanders

this year. “It was such a fun experience. When

great food, from what I’d learned on the west

I found out they were coming I was super

coast. I wanted to create my own style and

excited. I watch it a lot, and the crew were

open my own place. I was always proud to be a

really good at what they do and really fun to

Newfoundlander and I couldn’t imagine setting

carry on with.”

up shop anywhere else.”

th

Given all McCrowe’s success, and the fun he

He says he was initially discouraged when he

appears to be having, you’d never tell the

first came back home. “The quality of food in

restaurant business is a notoriously hard one

most restaurants here at the time was really

to thrive in. If anyone would know the key

low, and kitchens didn’t have a professional

for making a restaurant work, it may well be

feel to them.” But he stuck around and sought

him. “I think it’s just hard work and passion. I

out a place that really stood out to him, and he

think it’s really important to do what you can

applied as an appetizer cook. That place was

do really well and not try to please everyone

Aqua. “I moved up the ranks there to become

by trying too many things that just don’t work

head chef, and eventually, had the opportunity

well for you.”

to take over the business as owner.”

It’s worth noting Mark’s age: he owned these

He was only twenty-six or twenty-seven

two restaurants by the time he was thirty.

when he took over one of St. John’s finest

After some experience in St. John’s, he did his

restaurants five years ago. “I was the head

official training on the other side of the country

chef and was running every aspect of the back

at BC’s Pacific Institute of Culinary Arts. “I’d

of house for the previous owner. The owner

done a lot of research before choosing the right

decided to sell, and my mom and I made an

school, and The Pacific Institute of Culinary

offer. Before I knew it, I was renovating the

Arts just had a reputation for the quality and

dining room and was the owner of my very

own restaurant. I’ve owned it for five years

a cookbook but it’s also a look into my life as a

already and it’s going great.”

chef growing up in Newfoundland and creating
a style of food that’s unique to Newfoundland

At the time of this interview, Mark was busying

and its culture. The book to me is a dedication

himself with the final efforts on a stunning new

to Newfoundland and everything it offers us.”

cookbook he’s been compiling with the help

Island Kitchen will include a few staple recipes

of Sasha Okshevsky (a photographer, and,

from The Club and Aqua. “It will also show a lot

long-standing employee of The Club). It’s a nice,

of new dishes we have been testing,” he says.

hardcover cookbook called Island Kitchen:
An Ode to Newfoundland. It’s Newfoundland
food with a McCrowe twist, or as he puts it,
“It’s a look into Newfoundland food through
my eyes. Sasha’s photography is stunning
and the food is a great representation of the
direction that Newfoundland chefs are pushing
Newfoundland food.” Who better to write
such a book than a passionate chef and proud

Island Kitchen

Newfoundlander who flew back home to set
up two great restaurants and help spur on
the thriving food culture St. John’s is finally
experiencing? “The book is an homage to our
island, and the recipes and ingredients used in
the book are truly Newfoundland on a plate. It’s

Summer Clay Camps

for Kids!

Camps in the
Clay Studio start on
June 30th 2014

Nope, it’s not too early.
Register online now at:

www.craftcouncil.nl.ca

Mark’s book will be out late May.
He describes it as “a great
representation of the direction that
Newfoundland chefs are pushing
Newfoundland food.”
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NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN FLOOR

WITH

MAY: two-four

without longjohns even though we may freeze.

the weekend plus a

We will call dayboils “day”boils, even if it snows.

cooler full of lively

This magical time of renewal and beer in brown

lobster nestled in

paper bags begins with the most magical thing

fresh seaweed.

of all: the cabin party.

These orgies of

“You drink that drink! Alcohol
has been a social lubricant for
thousands of years. What do you

EMILY DEMING

drink
this

Spicy Bloody Mary
Mother of Jesus –
The Recipe

Black Horse,
There is no party on this earth easier to pull

bar-b-q, and bags

off than a Newfoundland cabin party. You give

of ketchup chips will be happening, like tiny

■

Blender’s worth of fresh tomatoes

semi-coherent directions to a handful of people

pinpricks of hope and warmth, spreading from

■

and then you show up. That is the sum total

pond to barren to rocky barasway until we

2 shots vodka per serving
(cheap is fine)

of your obligation as host. If your directions

are completely enveloped in the fuzzy glow

■

As a friend once said, on a rare sunny day in

include which porch step the key is hidden

of a province-wide outdoor buzz-on. This is

Two handfuls of fresh baby
spinach and/or arugula

May, as we drove through Pleasantville in an

under, you don’t even need to be there. Guests

not hedonism, or over-indulgence; This is

■

Worcestershire sauce

open convertible, wearing our winter coats

consistently bring enough beer and booze

not something to make up for through diet

■

Generous drips of Tabasco

■

and hotdog buns for an army for a week. All

and abstinence (though Oct’sober can be a

Lemon juice from one lemon

and hats and mitts, “I cannot wait for summer

■

Dash black pepper

to come all over my face.” Ahhhh, yes. While

of which will be consumed by a single platoon

useful, if surly, counterweight to cabin season);

■

Dash cayenne pepper

summer does not technically begin until mid

in less than thirty-six hours. I have never

this is the lubricant that helps ease our pale,

June, and, realistically, it may skip our island

lived anywhere that makes it so affordable to

shivering, housebound winter hermit-crab

altogether (2011, you dreary bastard), in my

have people over. This holds doubly true for

souls back into the world of human contact.

heart, May 2-4 weekend is the true start of

a cabin party. The odd person who turns up

Camp counsellors can keep their Kumbayas,

summer. At the end of this month we will begin

without drinks, will sheepishly tell you all they

drinking at the cabin is what brings us peace

drinking out of doors. We will wear skirts

brought was firewood for the wood stove for

and togetherness.

think, you’re going to sit here
tonight and reinvent the wheel?”

P H O TO B Y D AV I D H O W E L L S

-CAMPBELL SCOTT, ROGER DODGER

Mix all ingredients well in a blender.
Pour over ice into glass rimmed with
crushed smoked salt. Garnish with
lemon slice, celery sticks, and pickled
asparagus.

THE MOTHERLOAD

WITH

VICKI MURPHY

Unhappy Mother’s Day, Hallmark.
So you haven’t bought a card

Mass-produced, folded paper with at least

time for that, right? You’ve barely got time

yours. Then take the five bucks you saved

for Mom yet. GOOD. It’s time

a 300% mark-up. That’s a rip-off right up

to lick the envelope. But look, all you need

on the card and invest it in a less shitty gift.

there with movie theatre popcorn. And in

is five minutes. (My husband once made me

48 hours, it’s facedown with the eggshells

a Valentine’s Day card on a Kleenex. It said:

Hallmark’s not all bad. They make nice ads.

and orange peels.

“I want to tissue you all over.”) It’s easier

They employ 11,000 people. They make

than you think. Mom got a sense of

same-sex marriage cards. They make cards

to show her what a smart kid
she raised and not buy her a
Mother’s Day card at all.

It’s a complete waste of money but a

humour? Deadly gear. Take a sheet of

that record personal greetings so people can

Greeting card companies make a killing,

custom we never question. A gift with no

paper, fold it in half, write “Thank You”

be haunted by your voice when you’re dead.

with a card for every occasion at three to

card? How uncivilized! Maybe a couple

on the front, and on the inside write “for

six bucks a pop. Birthdays. Valentine’s Day.

occasions warrant a store-bought card,

shooting my big fat head out of your baby

But they won’t be getting my money much.

Mother’s Day. Father’s Day. Graduation

and I ain’t knockin’ those local handmade

cannon.” Too far? Fine, write your own. All

Unless the card plays “Funky Cold Medina,”

Day. Garbage Day. Doris Day. Brother got a

beauties (e.g. NortonsCoveStudio.com) that

you need is one sweet or funny line. (Ask

or has cheese in it, or is a portal to Benedict

vasectomy? There’s a card for that. It reads

you just gotsta frame. But, Easter cards?

Google for help.) If Mom expected more

Cumberbatch’s bedroom, NUH-UH.

“Snip Snip Hooray!” Friend got her period?

Seriously? If I ever buy an Easter card, I’m

from you, she’d have left you on a church

There’s a card for that too: “Yay, you’re

sending it straight to Jesus.

step long ago. And guys – if your kids are

Hey Mom, remember that macaroni card

little, don’t buy a card for Baby Mama at

I made you when I was a kid? I’m much
more sophisticated now. One word: penne.

not pregnant.”
Why not MAKE a card for Mom this Mother’s

the store, you idiot. Give them a piece of

In 2013, Hallmark made $3.9 billion, a good

Day? You know, a one-of-a-kind card she

paper and a freakin’ crayon. Help them trace

portion from cards. But…IT’S PAPER, MAN.

might actually keep. Ain’t nobody got no

around their tiny hands, and she’s putty in

@motherbloggery

Lifestyle
LOVE AND MISS UNDERSTANDING

Is Sex Only About
The Orgasm?
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WITH

PEGGY TREMBLETT

I’ve faked it too
many times to
count. I’ve put off
performances that

To some, having an orgasm comes
easy. It’s a no brainer. But, to
some people, having an orgasm is
as tricky as Trigonometry.

WITH

CHRIS CONWAY

The Pondered Pint:
A Column Introduction

would have won an
Emmy, an Oscar,
and a Tony. I guess

Beer. To some, beer is a fizzy

of note. Brewers are studying old world

that my youth, my

yellow liquid that can help

traditions while advancing new brewery

inexperience and the
fact that I wasn’t entirely in tune with my body

Everything must be perfect and even then, an

played a big part in why I faked it. I was nervous

orgasm isn’t guaranteed to happen. It doesn’t

about making my partners feel as if they lacked

always help to talk about it or to focus on finding

the skills necessary to give me that big O and

ways to climax during sex because what that

I felt pressure from them to perform. They put

can do is make everything worse. You start to

in such an effort to please me but I just couldn’t

overthink it and force it. You put pressure on

relax enough to enjoy it. And, while it is the mark

yourself. So often, this is how faking an orgasm

of a great lover to be concerned about pleasing

begins. Your needs don’t match up to your

their partner, it was never their responsibility

partner’s so you pretend that they do.

to “give me” an orgasm in the first place. It
comes from such a loving place to want to give

You may think that faking an orgasm is

someone an orgasm but it’s also a shit ton of

something that only women experience but

pressure to feel as if you HAVE to orgasm. You

30% of men do it as well. There are some

don’t. Sex without orgasm is not a failure.

people who fake occasionally and some who
fake every single time.

THE PONDERED PINT

Now that I am older, wiser, more experienced
and I have an amazing partner, I don’t fake it.

And while I am not one of them anymore, I still

you get a buzz on while

science to create new and unique beers.

quenching the thirst of a

My aim is not to convince you that

hot summer day.

these more flavourful beers are
somehow better. Or that supporting

To others, beer is the quintessential

small producers over multi-national

drink of game-day masculinity. And to

corporations is somehow inherently

others still, beer is a humble refuge from

right. Or that, somehow, it is interesting

endless coloured drinks ending in “tini”

or hip to rebel against the mainstream of

or “politan.”

‘light’ beer for the quirky, flavourful fun
of craft beer. Your politics are your own.

Except for the masculinity bit, beer can be
all of these things. My aim in this column

My aim in this column is to provide

is to show how it can be much more.

context. To explore the history of beer,

Beer has a range of flavours that rival the

discuss how beers of different styles

most pricey spirits, it has a history older

generally taste, and to place beer

than wine, and it has a growing culture of

within its cultures. This is a column

enthusiasts and brewers who are making

about knowledge and appreciation.

some of the best tasting things the world

It’s an appreciation that can allow you

has ever known.

to try a new beer and, even if it tastes

remember how terrible it felt when I thought

Ever. I learned the hard way that all that faking

that faking was a must.

is pretty deceiving and just, for lack of a better

That beer is predominantly thought of

Or, better still, figure out what about it

word, fake.

as fizzy and yellow is a relatively recent

you enjoyed, how to get more like it, and

development. It was only in the 1950s

learn how it came to be.

You see, I had my first sexual experience with

strange, know why you do not like it.

a partner at fourteen and I learned quickly

I’m ok with faking sobriety, faking confidence

and 1960s that breweries became

that faking an orgasm was a thing that a lot

and having fake hair (I love my weave!) but

consolidated and that the brewing

If you’re not convinced that the pint can

of girls did. Of course, I should not have even

I’m just not ok with not being 100% true

process was homogenized to ensure

be pondered, try this experiment: pick

been having sex at such a young age; I didn’t

during my most intimate moments. Not

that the same beer could be sipped from

up a Mad Tom IPA from Muskoka, a

even know what an orgasm was. Yet, there I

anymore. I’ve come to appreciate every little

Bonavista to Bangladesh. Crisp and

London Porter from Fullers, and a La

was, faking one ... and it didn’t stop, even after

moment; the beginning, the middle, the

clean, with a slightly bread-y taste and a

Fin Du Monde trippel from Unibroue.

I learned how to have an orgasm at the age

end, the almost but not quite end and the

slightly bitter finish, ended up being the

Let your expectations go and try them

of eighteen while watching scrambled porn.

afterwards. You should too.

flavour profile with the broadest appeal.

side by side. Compare the range of

So fizzy and yellow it was.

tastes and aromas from the hoppy, pine

(Thanks Cable Atlantic!)

and grapefruit character of the IPA,

Ask Jack & Jill
Love, Sex, &
Relationship Q&As
EVERY SECOND TUESDAY ON
THEOVERCAST.CA

The craft beer movement in North

to the roasted,

America, led by small producers in

chocolaty porter,

the United States, is one of the fastest

to the spicy and

growing drink markets in the world.

lemony trippel.

Using different grains, new experimental

They’re all beers,

hops, and yeasts that can produce

but they exhibit

flavours ranging from spicy peppercorns

a whole world

to tart lemonade, this growing cohort

of flavours. Let’s

of brewers are doing something worthy

explore.
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MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY’S

Faculty of Arts
in association with the Social Justice Co-operative of
Newfoundland and Labrador presents

Towards Collective
Liberation

Activist
Chronicles

Violent
Measures

Featuring the personal stories of activists
Steve D’Arcy, Jaggi Singh, and Leanne
Simpson.

Participants include Steve D’Arcy, Jaggi
Singh, Leanne Simpson, Chris Crass and
Sean Cadigan.

Tuesday, May 13
6–8 p.m.

Tuesday, May 13
8–10 p.m.

Wednesday, May 14
1–5 p.m.

Rocket Room
272 Water Street

Rocket Room
272 Water Street

The Landing, University Centre
St. John’s Campus

This workshop is free but reservations are required.
RSVP: chriscrassworkshopnl@gmail.com

Free and open to all.

Free and open to all.
Reception and refreshments.

Anti-Racist Organizing, Feminist
Praxis and Movement Building
Strategy
A workshop with Chris Crass.

Stories from the Field

When are they justified?

Arts on Violence
is supported through the Scholarship in the Arts Fund from the Vice President (Academic).

About the participants
SEAN CADIGAN is a professor of history
at Memorial University.

CHRIS CRASS is a longtime organizer working
to build powerful working class-based, feminist,
multiracial movements for collective liberation.
STEPHEN D'ARCY is an associate professor of
philosophy at Western University in Ontario.
His research addresses practical ethics and
democratic theory.

JAGGI SINGH is a Montreal-based community

organizer and activist in groups and projects such
as the Anti-Capitalist Convergence (CLAC), migrant
rights organizations No One Is Illegal & Solidarity
Across Borders, as well as the Montreal Anarchist
Bookfair.

LEANNE BETASAMOSAKE SIMPSON is a
writer, storyteller, educator and activist of
Mississauga Anishinaabeg ancestry.

www.mun.ca/arts/news/events/aov.php
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Rant, Roar, and
More: “I’m in a
Pothole” Comedian
Brian Aylward

Toronto two weeks later
to see if he could make
a real go of comedy.
After a year of working
the circuit, he moved
back to Korea where he

“I’m touring Newfoundland this spring,

I went up and
screamed at them
for fourteen minutes.
It was so Bill
Hicks.

created Stand Up Seoul,

BY SEAMUS HEFFERNAN
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if spring ever happens,” he says,
and there’s that grim laugh again
as he acknowledges the snow still
lingering outside. “I’m really looking
forward to that. And then it’s across
the rest of Canada in June and July.”

a comedy scene devoted to
Westerners missing the comedy stylings of

In the meantime he’s writing a book,

Brian Aylward always knew

their respective homelands. Stand Up Seoul

describing it as a collection of his “crazy

he wanted to be funny. He just

took off, and now regularly sells out rooms

adventures.” He shares a couple of stories,

wasn’t sure how you became

and attracts plenty of pro acts, but it wasn’t

including playing basketball in inner city

always easy.

Detroit after high school (“I read an article

a real comedian.

about this coach who helped guys get into

“I remember back in high school talking about

stage and crack some jokes. She won, so

“I did a lot of tough shows,” Aylward says.

college to play ball, so I called him up”) and

Letterman monologues with the guys,” he

there was no turning back. “She had just

“I did gigs in between heavy metal bands in

hopping a bus in New Brunswick to end up

says. “Comedy was always something I was

gotten sick of hearing me talk about it, and

Seoul. That was tough. It’s like, ‘Listen to

bumming around California and working on

into, something I thought I would like to

the bet was just to get me to shut up,” he

me!’” He laughs a bit grimly at the memory of

a beach. Hearing these, it’s tough to believe

try. But there was nowhere to do it here. It

recalls. “So I got up at some open mic. It was

being ignored on stage, but eventually enough

standing in front

seemed like this secret thing that, you know,

poets and musicians and whoever wanted to

people did want to listen. Happy the scene he

of a microphone

only Americans got to do or something.”

get on stage. I went up and screamed at them

helped pioneer was in safe hands, he returned

and making jokes

Or ex-pats, as it turns out. Aylward was

for fourteen minutes. It was so Bill Hicks.”

to Canada, getting regular TV appearances, a

was really that

hosting spot on CBC’s The Debaters, plus lots

terrifying to Brian

teaching in South Korea when his thengirlfriend made him a bet: if she successfully

The fear of failure overcome (“I was like, ‘OK,

more make-with-the-funny gigs. But it’s the

Aylward in the

quit smoking for a month, he would find a

that wasn’t terrifying’”), Aylward moved to

road he still loves.

first place.

It’s Official: Pi’s
Meg O’Dea Makes
the Best Alternative
Pizza in the Whole
Wide World
Pi Gourmet Eatery on King’s

the pallets of our fine city since she opened

water chestnuts, mango and

next year, and by the sounds

her doors, and for the last few years, she’s

cherry tomato chutney, and

of it, really step it up again.

been pushing herself to impress an even

fresh chilies. It’s a recipe that

“Who knows what I’m doing

wider audience: the world’s. For a few years

took six months to master,

next year! I want to do a Pop

now, she’s been flying down to The States

and is now a permanent fixture

Rocks on a pizza!” She’s been

to compete in an international competition

on their menu. “It was hard,”

– The International Pizza Challenge at

she says, of settling on which

the Pizza Expo in Las Vegas. “I flew down

recipe to try on the judges. “But I

there for two reasons,” she says, stating

had a lot of ideas, and,” she says, “a lot of

second home. So it’s a good thing she won

going down to Vegas so long
now – for a break, and to enjoy
the Pizza Expo – that she calls it her

that it was her break for the year, and

staff, friends, and family to taste each idea.”

this year, because as she explains, next year

Road has been, for years, the

also a way brainstorm new ideas for her

If you’ve had Meg’s pizzas, you can be sure

is “pros versus pros,” as in winners versus

finest place in town for pizza.

restaurant. “I wanted to meet new chefs

those people were happy to help. The logic

winners, “so it’ll be even harder to get to

with great ideas, and get new ideas for

behind her prize-winning pizza was clear,

number one.” She’ll fare well; being a pizza

Not just pizza pizza, like you’d get from a

my restaurant.” Meg took first place in the

mint pesto goes with lamb, throw in some

chef is a natural fit. “I got into pizza because

chain restaurant, but real pizza, interesting

category of “Best Non-traditional Pizza in

water chestnuts for crunch, fresh chillies

I was taught it and my passion was baking,

pizza, really really good pizza, done the right

the International Division.” Pi’s Perfect pizza

for spice, and, as she says, “Who doesn’t

and, “ she adds, “I knew that St. John’s

way, the Italian way, the truly tastiest way.

looks like this: a mint-lemon balm pesto

like smoked cheese and goat cheese to go

needed it!” Did we ever. Thanks

Pi’s owner, Meg O’Dea, has been pleasing

with lamb, smoked cheddar, goat cheese,

with the lamb?” She plans to return again

and congrats, Meg.

MINT-LEMON BALM PESTO + LAMB + SMOKED CHEDDAR + GOAT CHEESE + WATER CHESTNUTS + MANGO + CHERRY TOMATO CHUTNEY + CHILIES =
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Preventing mental
health and addiction
issues in youth

and cannabis — 47 per cent consumed

intervention program that will include

or non-receptiveness to external supports,

alcohol and 30 per cent used cannabis

prevention, detection and management

there appears to be barriers to seeking

in the previous 12 months. Although the

of youth mental health and substance use

help.” Mental health diagnoses can also

use of such drugs as LSD, mescaline, and

problems, and to develop a community-

come at a late stage. Some of the factors

inhalants was at its lowest since 1996, the

based action plan to address those

in late diagnosis could include poor

BY HEIDI WICKS

use of MDMA (ecstasy) had significantly

concerns. She believes that community-

identification of at-risk youth in the school

increased among students since 2003.

based research is a more effective way to

system, lack of family and/or community

However, the future is far from hopeless.

create public awareness of the severity of

support and inaccessibility to mental-

The answer to these widespread issues

these issues and to encourage prevention.

health resources, says Dr. Bishop. “If these

may very well be solid support, prevention,

“This is about strengthening the overall

issues aren’t prevented, mental illness and

and intervention plans at the community

health and well-being of youth,” she

substance abuse can lead to poor academic

level, says a faculty member of Memorial

said. “Working with the members of the

performance, family conflict, unemployment

University’s School of Pharmacy. Dr. Lisa

community ensures that we are developing

and crime. From a theoretical approach,

Bishop, who is cross-appointed with the

a strategy that is appropriate to that

community-based research methods are of

Faculty of Medicine, is the co-principal

community’s context and values. It’s not just

particular relevance for family physicians

investigator on a community-based

some framework that we’re pulling from

and other primary-health clinicians,

participatory research project. Along with

research studies. It’s about working with the

like pharmacists, who serve particular

co-principal investigator Dr. Stephen Darcy,

people to determine how we prevent these

communities.”

Faculty of Medicine, and an interdisciplinary

issues and deal with them if they arise.” Dr.

team of health-care providers and

Bishop recognizes that there are barriers

Heidi Wicks is a communications

community representatives, their goal

to those who may need help.“Whether it’s

co-ordinator with the School of Pharmacy

is to design, implement and evaluate an

because of peer gossip, lack of services,

at Memorial University.

Rising mental health and addictions
issues among North America’s youth is a
troubling trend. The Centre for Addiction
and Mental Health states that 18-25 per
cent of all Canadian adolescents will
experience a mental health issue in any
given year — likely depression or anxiety.
Symptoms of many mental disorders
begin in adolescence and young adulthood,
with a correlation between mental illness
and substance abuse amongst youth. A
2012 Newfoundland and Labrador drug
use survey of middle and senior high
school students revealed a significant
number of students who had used alcohol

The Passion of
this Physician,
Dr Nikhil Joshi

to cravings for the “freedom and normalcy”

and the chemobrain that left my

during an interview, “suffering is a

of takeout pizza forbidden to his immune-

head both empty and feverish,

great teacher.” The End of Suffering

compromised “cancer me,” to the challenges of

between survival and death.”

imparts his hard won wisdom in an

dating during chemotherapy. After all, he’s just
Dr Joshi had to accept becoming

addressing the reader personally.

a patient and his frailty, noting

The book is a companion to anyone

Dr Joshi’s existential insights are intriguing

“I’m not regular me. Whether I

in distress or crisis; its message is

from his dual position of doctor and patient.

like it or not, I’m fragile cancer

universal. Dr Joshi reveals that he has

Dr Nikhil Joshi is a physician

He refers to the burden of knowledge, as

me. And if I continue to carelessly

always been introspective, as in his

studying Internal Medicine

a physician, knowing precisely what the

disregard fragile cancer me,

at MUN and recovering from

diagnosis means and treatment entails, yet

I might just die.” This thwarted spiritual

He surmises “You can either look at life and

submitting to being a patient. In the New

preparation for death transformed him. In his

time as something that’s owed to you or as

York Times article “When Doctors Become

blog, Joshi describes the anguish of being

something that’s given to you. Sometimes life

Patients,” Doctor Eric Manheimer describes

unprepared for death, he writes “that’s the

isn’t fair, but it is beautiful.”

his transition from doctor to cancer patient, “I

wailing in emergency rooms, this broken sound

wasn’t a doctor anymore. I was a patient. At

that stays in the mind of doctors and nurses

Dr. Joshi has a good prognosis and has

the beginning, I knew intellectually what was in

and paramedics everywhere. Those are the

returned to his residency in Internal

store for me. I allowed myself to be a patient. I

kind of cries that follow you home after work.”

Medicine; he is planning to subspecialize in

BY MICHELE BOWES

Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, cancer
of the lymphatic system.
He discusses his treatment from the
perspective of a doctor turned patient in his
blog nikhiljoshi.ca and on a CBC Radio show
Doctor C. His dedicated blog readers number
in excess of 60,000. Dr Joshi’s blog entries
vary from milestones in treatment, to heartwrenching addresses to his beloved parents,

a young man.

intimate first person narration, often

soon realized I had no idea what kind of rabbit

earlier book The Companion (2006).

Rheumatology. Being a patient made him a

hole I had fallen into. My world progressively

In April Dr Joshi released his second book

better doctor; he plans to stay in St John’s to

shrinking to a small, sterile, asteroidal

The End of Suffering. It is a meditation on the

practice the compassion his own suffering

universe between the interminable nausea

human experience of suffering, as he told me

has taught him.
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When the top energy companies on the planet are
looking for an integrated solution to keep the energy
sector moving forward, they look no further than
ClearStream.
Our success is powered by a seasoned team of 3500
employees and growing. We’ve built an environment
where respect and recognition are a requirement. And
we’re hiring.

On the job, you’ll develop skills and grow your career
in a challenging work environment with competitive
compensation and performance incentive pay. We
offer schedules you can set your watch to and
flexibility you can build a life around.
See a full list of career opportunities at

clearstreamjobs.ca
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POINTED NORTH

ROCKWELL
KENT
IN NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
MAY 31 – SEPTEMBER 21, 2014

In search of the dramatic landscapes of the North,
American artist Rockwell Kent (1882-1971)
explored the Burin peninsula in 1910 and lived
in Brigus from 1914-15. As part of the Rockwell
Kent Centennial in Newfoundland, a partnership
with the Landfall Trust, The Rooms presents
paintings, drawings, prints and books from various
points throughout Kent’s career, highlighting
those inspired by his time here.
For a full list of programs visit www.theroom.ca/rockwellkent

Rockwell Kent, Masthead, 1926, wood engraving on paper.
The Rooms Provincial Art Gallery Collection, purchased through
anonymous donation. Reproduction courtesy Plattsburgh State Art
Museum, SUNY Plattsburgh, NY, USA, Rockwell Kent Collection,
Bequest of Sally Kent Gorton. All rights reserved.

to bring people and art

together

This is our gallery, a showcase for our soul, with
works by some of the most innovative artists we
know…from home and around the world.
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